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JOLLIFFE WINS REGIONAL DISTRICT SEAT 
MARO N EY SWE .PS I NT , OFFIC 
Terra hooses Results 
overturned Sunday while attempting to negotiate 
the turn from Highway 25 onto Highway 16, one-half 
mileeast of Terrace. Killed in the accident was 22- 
year-old Gary Anweiler of Thornhill. Right-side.up 
next to the truck is the pup-trailer it was hauling. 
TRUCK OVERTURNS; 
DRIVER IS KILLED 
A 22-year.old Thornhill man was killed Sunday 
when the truck hewas driving overturned at the 
junction of Highways 16 and 25, one.half mile 
from Terrace. 
Dead is Gary Anweiler of 23.3319 Kofoed Street 
in Thornhili. 
Anweiler, the sole occupent, was thrown from 
and crushed by the cab of the overturning gravel 
truck as it tried to negotiate the corner from 
Highway 25 east onto Highway 16. 
The RCMP suspect that there may have been 
some'failure in the truck's braking system and 
an investigation is presently-~nderway. 
The truck was hauling a full load of sand and 
towing a pup trailer at the time. 
council veteran 
By ANDREW PETTER 
Herald staff writer 
Dave Maroney, an alderman for. five years, "was 
swept into the mayor's .chair Saturday, racking up 
more than 73 per cent of the vote in Terrace municipel 
byelection. 
Maroney received 1,143 
votes compared with 412 for 
Sharon Biggs, who had been 
an alderman for. 1½ years. 
Maroney and Big@ gave up 
their seats on counc,  to run 
in the election after former 
ma~,or, Gordon Rowland, 
resngnedin January to move 
to Vernon. 
Following his victory, 
Maroney told the Herald 
that he was "overwhelmed" 
with the support he had 
received, saying that it was 
far greater than he had ever 
expected. 
He said that his first 
priority would be "to 
rejuvenate the committee 
structure" on the district 
council. 
"It has lapsed since Biggs 
and.l resigned," he said. 
mittees Within "a week". 
Regarding his promise to 
push for a boundary ex- 
tension to bring more in- 
dustrial land in to the  
district, Maroney said that 
he plans to work with the 
regional district and the 
government o 
o accomplish this. 
ed what kind of person 
he would like to see in the 
district administrator's 
post, which is presently 
vacant, Maroney said that 
he would want ',someone 
with a considerable type of 
experience - perhaps an 
older type of person." 
He said he does not 
believe that the size of his 
majority "has any bearing" 
on his mandate to govern 
although e conceded that it 
might enable him to heal the 
rifts which exist between 
The new mayor will be 
sworn in on Tuesday and 
indicated that he will have some council members, 
an~ announcement .on the especially alderman Pease 
• "-reorganization, -o[. corn-. . .~=.Jol l i f fe.  . . . . . .  
SAYS ANDREW YOUNG Father of six 
Nixon Ford  'racists '  
A 24-year Terrace 
resident, Maroney is a 
businessman d a father of 
"I thought it would be a 
much closer ace," she said. 
Biggs said she believed.. 
that Terrace was not ready 
for a woman mayor and that 
this was the principal 
' " • • six. Throughout the cam- 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. said. "Nixon ;rod Ford did face of the earth. Go home paign, he emphasized his 
(AP) -- Andrew Young, U.S., not face' it because they and claim his reward." f ive-year experience on 
ambassador to the United were, in fact, racists." VIET+Ameriesn arms council and pledged to bring reason for her loss. 
Nations, says in  an in- Asked whether that agreements had been better management to the "Obviously a lot of people 
terview in Playboy cbarge might be too.strong, "cosmetic." district. .who supported me for 
magazine that former Young said the ~ormer "Our main job is to do a alderman were not willing 
presidents Richard Nixen lxesldents "were raclsts not "It was the Russians and selling job on council," to support me for mayor," 
and Gerald Ford are in the aggressive sense but the Nixon administration Maroney said following the she posted out. 
"racists" who have "no in  that-they had no un- conspiring to deceive the election. He stressed the She pledged that she 
understanding of the derstunding ofthe problems American people," he said. need to convince govern- would not give up corn- 
problems of colored people of colored . people "The Nixou administration sent  and industry to invest munity affairs and would 
anywhere." anywhere." bent over baekwurd for the in the Terrace area. still attend council meetings 
Young is quoted in the y0ung, a former civil Russians end, in a sense, it Regarding his opponent, as a observer. 
magazine's July issue as rights worker, said the "big sold out to the Soviet Sharon Riggs, Maroney said "And I'll be taking ~r t  in 
saying that everyone in the weakness" of former of, Union." • that he was "sorry she's one race or another in 
United States is inevitably state secretary Henry out." November," she premised. 
tainted to some degree by Kissinger was his failure to Memphis, Tenn., motel "It would ha~e been nice Biggs said that she hoped 
racism and that his goalis to unders-tsnd that "racism is where Rev. Martin Luther if we both could have been that the new mayor would 
bring the issue of one of the most powerful King Jr., was killed in19~, on council." he said. "overextend h imsel f  
"ethnocentrism" out in the dynamics in the world saldhe was convinced that Contacted by the Herald, regarding tourism." In- 
open and strip it of its today." , more than one Person was Bigga said that she was creased tourism was one of 
'~moral stigma?' Speaking of Kiseingers involved in the as- disappointed with her the major issues in her 
Former presidents Nixon experience as a Jewish sassination, showing in the election, campaign. 
and Ford "did not face re fugee '  from Nazi Ger- 
racism in their lives and many, Young said: "I think 
tended to rule it out," Young the horrors of racism in 
Mayor 
Maroney i143 (elected 
Biggs. 412 
Regional District 
Jolliffe 933 (elected) 
Pease 595 
Jolliffe 
.tops 
Pease 
With an active presence, 
Terrace's rel~'esentatives 
on the Kitlmat-Stikine 
regional district can 
balance the strong influence 
Kitimat's two members hold 
on that board, Terrace's 
newly-elected director, Vic' 
Jelllffe, said Saturday night. 
Interviewed jtmt after he 
had convincingly d~eated 
Ald. Dave Pease in Satur- 
day's regional district 
byelection, Jolllffe said 
Terrace can benefit from 
the upper-level government 
"by taking advantsgeof .the 
various planning Smales 
produced by the regional 
district at the e xpe~e_ Of the 
partner municipalltles and 
. . . a resS , , ' -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
He said the IQtimat port 
and industrial corridor 
studies are examples of 
Terrace having missed an 
opportunity, to .the 
detriment of the district. 
" I f  our representative 
communicates the in- 
formation back to council~ 
you then have a two-pronged 
attack on the p robl~.m,"-!m 
said, "with a chance of the 
benefits coming towards the 
district of Terrace." 
Jolliffe will Join Bob 
Cooper as the district's 
directors. HE SAID THAT 
HIS MAIN PRIORITY 
WILL BE STUDYING 
AMALGAMATION OF 
Terrace. and Thornhlll, a 
projec_ t the district has l mg 
sought because of dwin(mng 
industrial land with rauway 
frontage in Terrace. 
This is JoUiffe's third stint 
as a regional distriot 
director. He served in 1967 
and again in 1970-71. 
Returning officer Murdo 
Macdonald estimated 
cost of holding the 
byelection at about 11,200, 
"about half" the cost of last Tar,Ker spill air threat 
SAYS BREZHNEV = so te~rrible that in order to " ' " • t '  h NOvember's aldermanic 
• function, he had to put it S..EA.'I~LI~. (AP) --  ..Air say, ing it s air pollution about wha s,, appen!ng in o~,tions 
• i behind him Otherwise, be pouudon ~r,~m giganuc we ve reany got,, to ne me air nero , , ,  said Jonnson., . . . .  He said that the only NIn rAtlJrn  t llnl. m would have'been so bitter supertankers, may be~far concerned about. In_,Californ!_a ~eyve got major holdup in hendli.ng 
m m y  m v ~ . ~ , ~ u m u  • =.~,~ V s , ~ , m w w  w m v w  • • nndf tH ,~dwi  a that  more villaidous man wnme I IDr~U' I~  f leVOt~U to  . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  th h_te _ he. • • , • voters was the large numoer 
' never o ld have done sible water ~llution oc- Studies released in recent studnes on what s happemn MOSCOW (Router) - -  the party s central com- were sent to labor camps or c u POS , of unre~lsstered voters who • • n " currin from Oil spills, say weeks by the En- in the air What we ve got Soviet Communist party mlttee May 24; the full text executed, without rial, anythi g. • . . . .  ~- - - ,  . . . .  ~ -,;-on,,,o,,~o~ ~),.oto,,t;on ,.^.^ .~ .~....~,. ~ ,. . . . .  had to De sworn in at the 
. ~ ,, • . ,wu ,cuc.-u, as,;,,~,~. - ' "  """" '""  - "  ""  • "~-~ ,o '" ' " ' - - ' ;  " ]  "-"'" that Leader Leonid Brezhnev of whicn had not been We anow, comrades, . . . . . . .  ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ ~'~" . . . . . . .  t . . . . . .  ~' nolls. He est imated 
pledged _in. a .~ speech disclosed until now. tlm. t some years after the In om~, com~en~. ,  ^,  ,,,;~ s~ncr,em~,v w~,~, ~,~ ~-~re~,~v~-~S~r  pans=,. ~ere were I~  su.¢l~vo.~'rs, 
bllshedSunnayma~mere aaopuon o! ~ne current r~. ,~. .~wu, - , - ,~ , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . .  . . far more man nan nean 
~ be no return to the The speech, which dealt constitution were darkened men can be sa~ed. ' But be Johnson o f  tile Federal p.olluhon could, prevent Initnal fmdings show that ,~ected 
,, ,, " t • "I didn't want'Hitler Ener Aumlnis~raUon washin~ton from l)ecoming a large superport coula ' i l legal represssions with the new Sowet draf h7 dlegal repressions, added, , ,, gY" " nt to " --~aedonald said that the 
....~,;~,,,, ,,,ao~ m, ,n  consti u i t  t on. was unusually ~,ol~tinn~ of the nrim,inh~, to be saved and I don t want Oil spill questions have a trana:~r P0i for oil be generate anr pollution levels ..~,,,. *,,,n.. o,,t was 36 
I~  ~,*~u,~,u  ~, - . , . .  . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"  . . . . . .  r - ~  . • • • v , , , ,~-  . . . . . .  r . .~  ~. frank about the late 1930s, of Socialist democracy. (Ugandan Presndent) Idi dominated the whole fight shi__~ped ~..t. ,, _ on p~.wl~ a city of 7..50,000 cent "exceeding anyone s
• n,~,hn~,,', nvomi~ onm,~ when' under Stalin's rule T~nini~t n0Pm~ nfnn~,h~ n~ri Amin to be saved I want (agains~ supermngers) to The s~ttules snow you (Seatue, Tacoma, ueuevue ..,z.~--,o,-,=ot~tlona exeent 
. . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  , , -  . . . . . .  t -~- .~ - -~  " ' " i t  I i  • w .u~.o -  , . , -v . -  . . . . .  . -  m the date Now weve got data how In le we rea y know and Renton combined) ,, in an address delivered to millions of Soviet citizens state life, Brazhnev said. him to disappear fro . . . " m~ own. 
SAYS ONE-TIME DELINQUENT 
' Y9 "Jail j uveniles and you re breeding criminals 
The institutions proposed 
by  At torney-Genera l  
Gardom -- high-security 
facilities for the most 
troublesome delinquents 
and forestry camps for 
offenders requiring medium 
security --  are no place for 
that kind of trust o develop, 
he said. 
At the age of 14, Klassen 
had accumulated almost 100 
delinquency charges and 10 
ecapes from lawful custody. 
Between the ages of 12 and 
17 he served time in two 
res ident ia l  t reatment  
detention centre and I]aney detention centre made in- 
Correctional Centre, a wil- stant judgments about 
dernesa  camp for newcomers and treated 
delinquents, them accordingly. There 
"I was a real little grease- were "hard-core kids" like 
ba l l - - Iwas  hard core." thienm~ee~ ~oof~;'eaV~hOt~r~r 
Elassen was given one ' '  
year's probation for stealing situation lightly and the so.. 
minibikes when he was and-so's" who kept their 
about 10 and continued to feelings inside. 
steal small items until he "With the bars and every- 
was remanded to the youth thing you've got no hope. 
detention centre in Van- You get down on yoursea 
couver, and figure there 's  no 
"I was in and'out of there future." 
40 to 50 times over the next Klassen said that in ad- 
three or four yearS." 
He said children at the 
high-speed car closes, stole 
cars, including a. police 
cruiser, and "was just 
getting into guns." 
At 14 he was transferred 
to adult• court and sent to 
Haney. 
"You sit around all day, 
play cards, watch TV add 
feellike a criminal." 
There, Klassen said, he 
succeeded in holding the  
record among juveniles "for 
being there the most." 
Twice at Brannan Lake in 
Nanaimo and at a 
residential treatment centre 
within hours of arrival. 
Klassen said escaping 
from a wilderness camp for 
juveniles to the city was 
achieved by canoe and hot. 
wired cars. 
"They put me, a hard-core 
mother, in with you~er 
kids just learning illegal 
stuff.'" 
He predicted that 
juveniles in Gardom's 
.proposed forest camps will 
misuse their skills. 
"Putting all those kids in 
the bush a~nd teaching them 
survival --  that'll be a field 
At 16 he was referred to a 
Browndale Care Society 
home, where one staff 
member was assigned to 
stick by his side 24hours a 
~y.  After three months of 
constant attention, during 
which he escaped at leas~ 
twice, he began to trust the 
relationship. 
Because of his experience 
with Browndale', he strongly 
criticized the decision by 
some Greater Vancouver 
resource boards to scrap the 
service. 
Since leaving Browndale 
at 18 he has tried to go 
straight, though e has been 
in trouble with the police for 
a traffic accident and 
burglary offence in the 
United States. 
He now is living with his 
parents, unemployed while 
undergoing a series of eye 
operations from an injury in 
the traffic accident. 
He said that no matter 
what a child has done, you 
cannot give up on him - -but  
locking him up makes him 
feel you have. • 
"Take it from somebody 
who's really had experience 
VANCOUVER (CP)--DOn 
Klassen, a former juvenile 
delinquent, says the 
province should scrap its 
juvenile conta inment 
program. 
The  19-year old Van- 
couver man is an exp~rt on 
the subject because of many 
run-ins with the law. 
"You lock a kid up and 
your're just breeding a 
better criminal," Klassen 
said in a recent interview. 
t ,  , You ve got to get him down 
on a one.to-one basis with 
someone he  can really dition to theft, be began 
trust." centres, Vancouver's youth tantalizing the police in in Vancouver he escaped day for them." in it." 
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128 PASSENGERS, CREW ESCAPE UNHURT 
Sinking ferry never hit an iceberg.,,3aptain 
bT.JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) the ship did not hit an norm n'om St. Anthony, moving at reduced speed N.S., declined to give voyage of her summer .Newfoundland and 
-- The cause of the sinking iceberg, near the northern tip of through loose pans.of ice .at technical details, schedule between St. John's mainland Canada. 
of the Canadian National All 128 passengers and Newfoundland, en route to the time. The captam sam He said some details were~ and Goose Bay, with St. Classed by  Canadian 
ferry William Carson off crew werepickedupsafely. Goose Bay, Labrad~. be wasupset that some news pertinent to the inquiries Anthony and two other ports authorities as an 
southern Labrador early The 61-year-old captain, When the vessel "~vas reports of the sinking and he would not discuss of call in between, icebreaker, she had passed 
F/'iday may be shaping up after a day of givingdetails reported taking water soon mentioned a collision with them publicly. She had on board 44 unscathed through many 
as one of the unsolved of the sinking to CN and after 9 p.m. local time an iceberg.and wanted to.. "In any case, I won't alk vehicles and 900 tons of battles with heavy ice in the 
mysteries of the sea. ministry of transport .in- Thursday, the bridge was emphasize that there were to any other eporters," he cargo. Cabot Strait between New- 
Captain Norman Hinks, vestigators, aid there was mannedby the thirdmate, a • no icebergs in one im- said. The Canon was assigned foundland and Cape Breton 
mas|er of the 8,300-ton no advance indication the helmsman and a lOOl~ouz, mediate vicinity of the ship. He said all was normal to the northern service last 
Carson since1958, eaid in an ship would run into trouble. Captain Hinks said it was '~hat is,false," be said. when the Carson.left St. year after sailing since l9~8 
interview with ' The He said the n0rmalerew 'still daylight and the CaptalnHinks, a.nativeof Anthony around 1:35 p.m. between NorthSydne), and 
CansdianPress Saturday he was on the bridge as the weather was clear. Port aux Basques, Nfld., Thursday. Port aux Basques, the main 
wanted to make clear that ieebresking ferry headed He said the ship was who lives in North Sydney, She was on the first ferry route between 
vised immediately when it 
was observed that he vessel 
was taking water and then 
d~..ided to abandon ship. 
,e  said invesngatom had 
not found any indication of 
what caused the ship to. 
begin taking water. 
Some of the 90 
Island. erewmembers . and 38 
Captain Hinks said there passengers .were in six 
• was no sign the vessel had lifeboats and on ice pans 
bit anything Thursday from about :30 p.m. to 6:SO 
night. He said he was ad-. a.m. 
~ ::~: 
Meet  our  car r ie rs  
.. IAN SUMMER of Kitimat has completed his first month as a carrier 
boy, delivering the Daily Herald bright and early each morning. His 
plans for the extra dollars collected on this route: "I'd like to save it for a 
C.B." Help lan out; subscribe to the Herald, the only daily paper for the 
Skeena alone. ., 
ROADBLOCKS 
RECREATION REPORT(2) FUNDS FOR STUDY 
' , - ,  " " " ' " "  RELEASED BYGOVT. Le,sure opporzun,z,es 
' pose problems of use , _  MP lena cam-K i t imatP i ,  Line company ' :  ,,.,.~ ~,~,~?:":~ pagnolo has announced a that it is suspending its 
contract for $491,000 to application wil~ not affect 
Dobrecky Sea Tech Ltd. of the government's declslou 
.~ :~:::.:::=~.. Vancouver for "en- to go  ahead with this 
.':~:,.~:,~:i'--/ ReportbyLllFarkvsm 'learn it wllen mey are. to be sure th.a. t all pcople are vironmentaldata studies to resear~,..lamcoMident.of 
• - retired. We have to .start being provides i or. . be carried out in Douglas Kitimat s future as a port, 
.~ , ...... /~?, ::.. . . . . . . . .  ,.~.:.;~. ~ In his opening address, when Pcople are yoang to be Recreational people Channel: . and this large centract is an 
!~ - ' ,  . Dr. Storey. chairman of '  prepaz'ed-'for later years., should_ provide __t_he The studies, which will indication of ~e Federal 
!~i ./:: .... recreology University of ~ecreation is as important pldlosopny [or. me ~om- gather ~environmental Government  s eom-  
• :~'~~/ Ottawa talked about the tol~eopleslivesasedueation munityand mane sure tnc baseline data on the mittment o the increased 
: , :  i~ importance of Recreation i  and health services, so that public has input into it. It oceanography and ocean utilization ef the port 
~ :: ~"- our future. With our ~ it becomes a life long en- should then be available tb chemistry of Douglas potential of this important 
.": '~ ,~:~:J~,~i:. chaogin~ society, we . joymentineveryoneslives.' . thepub]ic so everyone in ~e Channel, will provide in- community" 
, , !i':i~ !'~!:~ need a stabilizing force una Tliis will in turn enhance Community knows what.the formation ecessary for me Dobrecky Sea Tech. Ltd., 
:~ ~..~.> befecls that Recreation can neoules lives and enrich life penple feel about Recreation proper management of whichisa Vaneouver-nane~ 
-:::""~ :;.~i;. help provide this. Dr. |or'everyone not just a in their Community:. h l vessel traffic in this company, willbeconducting 
~ .-: ~,. Storey feels we are on me privileged few. ' . . . .  l~r~t ion  s.n~. q e p waterway when the partof • the, research under the. 
., :,:. ' verge of creating a new Dr. Storey teens me ~eoule zzne sa~ISmcuon I• Federal Government.has  their lives. Is it more/tin- Kitimat expands, direction at me ~ - Canada and the field of' "The timing of these v i ronment  ' Canada 
..... Recreation willbe playing a responsibility'to ensure that portant, to have be er studies has obviously bee at Oceanographic Institute .at 
major role. Recreation is available, to ~01ayers or better_ pe~ple !n Iesstpa_r_tlydictatedbythe Patricia Bay, ana zs 
all people wherever they the making: Lea..ner~lp pr .ol~al for a erude oil operating under a eontraet 
• important,He s ressedtothatprovideit is aSa live. The Provincial meanshelpzngpeopleoolor pipeline from Kitimat to imued jointly by the federai 
• Edmonton," said Mrs. Depar[ments..,of. En:  broad range of Recreation Government should e p themselves. 
to a Community as it is to assist _Communities with Dr. Storey gave everyone Campagnolo, "but the vlronment ana ~uppzy an~ 
provide sewer and water financial support, who at t~d~d ~ workshops announcement oy  me Sereies. 
services, It will be up to The Municipal Govern- a lot to thing about, not jusc 
Recreation people to h~p e ment should provide ser- in the field of Recreation, 
vices to peopl_e, as people but in ~e ~t ion  ~rmonV.n ~ people become aware of e 
~nc~orom~nta%eofReereationin become dependant on omers aregolnginmmlastm vz!$ Aura[  h i~tory  workshop 
/ :  -ty. instead o~ helping, them- world. Hekept referring m 
W.ith people reti~ng at an selves. The strength. ~ the area of politics and how 
earlier age now man ever Recreation does not ~ust impcTtant it was ~ have Terrace Pulbic Library is Victoria. _ _  _ .  _ 
before _~ ,!e need to have depend on Recreation people in the ,position ot sponsoring a workshop on ,.Tn~ew,~ken~Is lr?,,an~ 
something to do with their Directors of the Communlw government who un- Aural History Techniques ;-_ ~ "._'T.G', "-~.''_-'~='. 
leisure time. If a person but with the people of that i]erstand- how important Saturdayuntil 3 in Junethe Library18 frOmArts9 vauon,'""t"e an~:r'©"'''"~f~[;use at nmmncm 
does not learn to cope with Community. -The Director Recreation is going to be. Room -" sound recordings. To 
leisure time when they are should just be supplying .a He strqssed that people ,1, . 
young they a/.e not going, to means for'thegroups m aska l l  people -who'~ar ~ "I e ister lease.no the 
' o;v~n hv Bill" Lan~lois. ,©,,,,,~ , ,~m, ,  r.,,,,,~ come together, a~d.be .~ -run.ing, for ;:any 'p~lt ~,%:.,,,=" ,~ *h= ; ,~n j  Perry at Terrace Pulbic 
overseeing the different offiee to ask their views on ~,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
groups. : Re.c. restion, and ffyoudonot History Programme at the Library 4610 Park Avenue, 
_ . . get a sadstaetory answer Provincial Archives in Telephone 638-8177. 
tteoreadonal people have make sure you help.find a 
to help other groups and candidate who win De un- 
individnal people become as derstsn,ng of ~eSie].d of FERRY USERS 
se l f -determined  in Recreation ana ueisure 
developing their own Services. Dr. Storey is a DETERRED 
recreational abilities. As Doctor of Recreation and 
Province-wide crackdown 
keeps drunks off the road 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  
The first weekend of the 
provincial government's 
new roadblock eampaign 
against drinking drivers 
turned up fewer imp~red 
driving convictions than 
usual and British Columbia 
police officials said they 
were happy with the results. 
"The deterrent effect was 
remarkable in this area," 
said Kamloops RCMP Sgt. 
Frank Glynn. "We suspect 
people have been really 
sca/'ed by all the publicity 
about tile crackdoWn on 
drinking driven so they're 
being a whole lot more 
care|ul. 
"Ei ther they're taking 
cabs, or they make sure one. 
person stays sober to drive. 
We're noticing a big in 
DISPOSABLE PACKAGE 
Booze in powdered form 
SEATTLE; (AP) - - I t ' s  a 
po~vder much like those 
which turn into soft drinks 
or juice in water. 
NDP 
HELPED 
BCR 
POWELL RIVER, B.C. 
(CP)--Oppoeition Leader 
Dave Barrett has disputed a
statement by the British 
Columbia and Yukon 
Chamber of Mines that the 
New Democratic Party was 
responsible for the order to 
endwork on the Dease Lake 
extension of the B.C. 
Railway when the party was 
in power. 
The chamber last month 
told the royal commission 
inquiring into the BCR that 
that NDP added to the 
railway's economic troubles 
through its mineral 
royaltnes policy. 
The present Social Credit 
government ordered a halt 
to railway construction 
pending the outcome of the 
trd uiry. 
r~ret t  said it was not the 
NDP that ordered the 
shutdown of the Dease Lake 
extension." 
He said the chamber 
wanted most of the minerals 
in B.C. without paying any 
r0Yaities at all, adding that 
when the NDP came to 
power in 1972 there were no 
mineral royalties except a 
25-cent-a-ton charge on coal. 
But this powder becomes 
an alcoholic beverage 
pacing a high-proof wallop. 
Though federal and state 
government officials ay the 
~wder isn't legal to sell, 
investors here and in 
Portland, Ore., hope to 
market it in pouches which 
will produce popular 
cocktails, beer and wine. 
They hope to revolutionize 
the liquor business with a 
product hat's easy to carry 
and cheap -- yet potent. 
"People aren't going to 
expect Mouton Rothschild 
out of a sack, but they won't 
be disappointed," says Mike 
Hill, a Seattle public 
relations man and 
marketing chief for Global 
Marketing Services. 
"We want a person to open 
a package, niix it up and 
say, My God, this really is 
wine, or this really is a 
Bloody Mary . .  . 
"One at my oreams has 
been to open a package like 
Kool-Aid and beer comes ouc 
of it." Sato Food Industry 
Co., located at Komaki City 
near Nagoya, Japan, holds 
patents on the process which 
encapsulates alcohol in the 
powder form. Sato says the 
raw powder contains up to 
30 per cent alcohol by 
• weight. 
Independent testing was 
done here on two samples 
provided by Hill. A sample 
of hot spiced wine mix was 
found by Food, Chemical 
and Research Laboratories  
Inc., to contain 20.4 per cent 
alcohol by weight and 5.6 
per cent alcohol when mixed 
with water. 
Its taste was considered 
about average for a 
powdered rink. 
A wine sample, tested by 
Dr. William Roth of the 
state Food and Drug 
Laboratory, held 22.5 per 
cent alcohol as a powder and 
.45 per cent when mixed into 
a weak water solution. 
Roth's preliminary, tes~ 
were conducted for me sm 
Liquor Control Board. 
Hill says Global, a Por- 
tland ' import-exPOrt firm, 
purchased rights to market 
the powder for beverage 
purposes from SaiD in May. 
Gasline 
too rich 
CAMROSE, Alta. (CP) - -  
Canada can't affo~l not to 
build a northern atural gas 
pipeline, Liberal MP Jack 
Horner says. 
Horner, who became a 
minister without portfolio in 
Prime Minister Trudeau's 
cabinet after bolting the 
Progressive Conservatives, 
made the comment at a 
news conference Saturday'. 
Canada's priority in 
deciding which route the 
pipeline follows should be 
economics, he said, because 
environmental impacts of 
the Alaska Highway 
proposal and the Mackenzie 
Valley plan are balanced. 
He woul-d like to see native 
land claims settled before a 
pipeline is built, but stressed 
that with the current 
economic situation Canada 
cannot afford to weaken its 
~ sition abroad by not ildlng a pipeline. 
crease in the number of 
im~ired passengers." 
Kamloops police con- 
dueted an increased number 
of roving vehicle checks 
during flze weekend but 
turned up only one impaired 
driving charge and flye 
roadside suspensions on the 
first night, said Glynn. 
Saturday night showed no 
arrests and no licence 
suspensions. 
"Usually we would have 
half a dozen of both charges 
Friday andSaturday  
night," he said. 
Kelowna RCMP said that 
although they stopped more 
than 4,000 cars at road. 
blocks Friday night, the 
number of arrests was 
roughly the same .as a usu~. 
weekend when amy 200 
300 vehicles were checked, 
"We conclude from those 
kind of statistics that the 
number of drinking drivers 
on the road is definitely 
down," said RCMP Cor- 
poral Gary Oay. "It seems 
ueoule have been paying 
~tt~ntion to the publi.ci~ 
about province-wine 
roadblocks." 
Cranbreek police reported 
three roadside licence 
suspensions and no im- 
vai/ed driving arrests for 
the .weekend. 
"That's quite a decrease 
for us," said a police 
spokesman. "Impaired 
drivers haven't been a huge 
problem for us in this arcs, 
but we welcome any addi- 
tional publicity that's ~oing 
to keep the drinkers out ot a 
vehicle." 
In the Vancouver area, 
Burnaby ~lice reported one 
impaired riving arr.est and 
five roadside suspensions a  
a direct result of roadblock 
checks of about 1,600 
vehicles. 
Richmond and New West- 
minsterpoliee spokesmen 
confirmed roadblock checks 
had been conducted, but 
said it was too early to tell ff 
the campaign had hod any 
deterrent effects on 
drinking drivers. 
man people as possible has been in the field all his 
mus~ b-e involved in the life. VICTORIA (CP)--The Bay in West Vancouver, 
process of developing He teaches at the Colonist says passenger passengers dropped to 
services to their own University of Ottawa and traffic on two of the major 1,975,878 from 2,461,-.393, a 
• Community. . teaches the first year routes of the British percentage decreaseofl9.7. 
Recreational people must students o they will un- Columbia Ferry Corp. was Vehicle traffic on the two 
be flexible in providing derstand the Philosophy of 19.77pereentlessinthefirst mns also was down 2¢32 per 
Community Programs and Recreation first hand. " llmonths of increa, sed fen'y cent, says the newspaper, 
E ~ rates com~red with the although complete figures 
FUN NYS ID o~,~o~ periods year were not available, 
earlier. . The increases announced 
The morning newspaper by the provieialgovernment 
says the figures were last year on the two routes 
compiled by the Crown were an increase to $10 from 
. corporation between June I, ;5 for a car and to $4 from $2 
1976, when the new rates for passengers. 
"MY DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN TO GRIEVANCKq, ~oMPSON. 
BE ADVISED, HOWEVER, ! SOMETIMES FIRE ON WHIM." 
went into effect, and May I. 
DISTRIGT OF TERRAOE 
NOT!OE 
Notice is hereby give0 that a Public Hearing will 
be held on proposed Zoning Amendment By-Law 
Proiect No. ADP.02-7720. 
The proposed amendment is as follows: 
To rezone Lots 1 to 5 inclusive, Block 18, 
District Lot 838, Range S, Coast District, Plan 
3989 from .Rural Zone AI to Residential Zone RI. 
The proposed.By.Law may be viewed by any and 
all persons requiring more specific Information, 
during regular business hours at the Municipal 
Hall. 
The Public Hearing will be held in the Municipal 
Council Chambers on Monday, June 13th, 1977 at 
7:00 p.m. ,q  
Anyand all persons having an interest in th~ 
proposed Zoning Amendment .By-Law Pro[act 
No. ADP.02-7720 shall take notice and be 
governed accordingly. 
G,W. Buchanan 
Clerk-Admlnlsfrafor 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Passenger t affic between 
Swartz Bay on Vancouver 
Island and Tsawwaseen on 
the mainland reduced to 
2,979,483 frOm 3,715,282 
passengers, a ~ of 735,489 
or 19.8 per cent. 
Between. Departure Bay 
in Nansimo end Horseshoe 
Western 
lottery 
O3-~l~Z. 10,000 
01-642S8- Z0,000 
02-34109.50,060 
A02-34709 - 100,000 
C0~,.34709 - 100,000 
Graduating   
MERCHANDISE 
TRAINEE • 
• Consider joining ranks with Canada's first major 
retailer. We are the Company which has withstood 
the test of time and now operate over 220 stores 
across Canada. 
ARE YOU: ' 
• Keen, ambitious, possessing the minimum of a 
high school diploma 
• Willing to start at the management trainee level 
and work yourself up the executive ladder 
• Prepared to relate to smaller Western Canadian 
communitie's and accept Company paid trans. 
fers to advance yourself 
OUR TRAINEES ARE PHOVIDED: 
• A formal training program leading to manage. 
ment 
• A rewarding and prestigious career with a 
future 
• Comfonable working and living conditions 
• A goodstarting salary and commendable fringe 
benefits 
• Excellent advancement opportunities 
If you ere seeking a secure challenging career with i 
rapid progression into our management team contact: I 
Personnel Department, Bay Northern Stores i m 
800 Baker Centre, 10025. 106 Street I 
Edmonton, Alberta I 
Now What?-, 
I 
,NORTHWEST ARTS COUNCIL 
Reaching out.to supply the arts 
By JoANNE AMES 
Herald staff writer 
The key word is contact. 
If you want o know what's 
going on in the region, 
anything about the arfs or 
the artists, check with the 
!Regional Arts Council. If 
: you are an artist of any sort - 
i a painter, poet, musicain, 
i quilter, or actor - and you 
: want o know who to contact 
i in the region regarding 
:funding or events, the Arts 
i Council has the information. 
They held their annual 
general meeting this 
weekend. Members heard 
resource pc~le from all 
over the provmce speaking 
on the arts, and l~ad the 
opportunity to "actually 
talk to them", Stefan 
Cieslek explained. 
"It wasn't like one of those 
things in Vancouver where 
you have to press around the 
spaaker to ask any question. 
There were six resource 
i':: people and about " 70 
~'i delegates, o it was quite 
:i:i comfortable. 
~:i "I think it was a great 
:~.':' success." 
:':.:: The day ended with 
~!~evening of local en- 
;~: tertainment called (ap- 
i propriately) "Contact 
Showcase 77", somethin= 
i which Stefan says he hopa~. 
i will become an annual 
event. 
i Performers from Kitimat, 
Pr ince  Rupart and Terrace 
presented their "wares". 
Ian Booth, who was visiting 
i l:'rince Rupert, gave an 
excerpt from "Ma~kTw'ain 
in Person" " 
An election of officers and 
directors at large was held 
at the meeting. Qeslik, 
became the new president of 
the council. Rhoda 
V;itherly, of Prince Rupert, 
Local talent 
urged to tour 
II I I 
is the new viee~president; 
Dr. D. Val George, of 
Terrace, is the secretary; 
John Bradhend of Massen, 
treasurer; and Betty 
Patershuck Is the in- 
formation coordinator. 
The six new directors at 
large are Doug Moore, 
Prince Rupert; Bill Rugg, 
Prince Rupert; Dave 
Phtlips, Masseet; Barry 
Freeman, Kfl/mat; Dr. Eric 
Germ, Kitimat; and Heinhe 
llaldane, Kitwanp. 
The Nor~west Regional 
Arts Council is a "enntaet 
body", according to Stafan. 
They want to serve as a 
"clearing house and 
sponsor", as stated. _in their 
recently adoptdd con- 
stitution, for all the arts. In 
the same section of the 
constitution Is the objective 
to "increase and, broaden 
opportunilles for Northwest 
B.C., citizens to enjoy_ and 
partidpate in cultural ae- 
t/vities." 
Fine, but what do th~ue 
~bjectives mean to you? 
Theymean the council 
wants you .to hear about 
events in your own town and 
in ether, nearby towns such 
as. palys, concerts and art 
~now~, 
The information Officer 
for the council makes sure 
that he media knows who's 
Deouu~- 
There " is  some money 
available through the 
council to sponsor per- 
formers, and they may he 
able to direct local per- 
formers to sources for 
grants or financial aid for 
their projects. _ . 
John Chan-Wing, who nas 
served for two years as the 
president of t~e Az4s Counc~cil 
says, "...anything we do can 
increase and broaden 
1~91e's horizons." 
B~ finding out what. in- 
teresto the people ot a 
community ~nd- ensuring 
their needs are met, the Arts 
council wi l l  be opening new 
doors for people. If, an m- 
retest is shown in classical 
tar by the people in 
ton, the cohncR wil l  
try and provide a program. 
When ]hey hear of one in 
the area who is giving 
concerts, or know that one 
will be coming to the region 
from elsewhere they will tTy 
to ensure that he or she 
visits the community t~at 
has shown an interest. 
An exchange of local 
artists Is going to be en- 
couraged this year. Stelan 
Cieslek has heard a 
su~estion that htere be an 
ange of drama in the 
area. When the Rupert 
Players pat on a show, they 
can brin~ it to Terrace and 
Kt~mat. The Terrace and 
Kitimat theatre groups can 
do the same. 
Other local artists will be 
encouraged to tour in the 
ares. Ther are some "really 
excellent" people who, 
given the help of the 
Regional council, niight be 
able to do mars. 
The Region served runs 
from Vanderhoof to Burns 
Lake to the Queen 
Charlottes. That woKld be a 
fine start for anyone who 
wanted to tour - practically 
world fame! 
Contacts come up again. 
It is "necessary for the 
council to have at least one 
~rson in each community 
who is involved in the arts 
there and can serve as a 
source of • information to 
them. 
Get involved! 
A contact knows who will 
have the informalion if he or 
she does not. They may 
know about he.availability 
of halls and thestres. And 
what the facilities are like. 
Thepar fo rmers ,  the 
eommunRies, and finally 
you. 
The regional council is 
interested in you.. Through 
,the media and through the 
'events they sponsor, they 
want•to reach you, and to 
make "the arts less 
remote." 
Says John Chen-Wing, 
"People think the arts are 
remote, but they're not." 
They are a vital part of 
every community. 
• I f  you want to voice your 
ideas or needs, you are 
welcome at the meetings of 
the council. Watch for 
announcements about 
where and when. YOU can 
become an 'ord inary  
member for the fee of $40.00 
a year. As a member, you 
are entitled to speak on any 
question, and to have one 
vote on any motion. 
Each group in the com- 
munity is also allowed one 
representative on the 
council. The council will 
support heir activities and 
Er. Pride help with whatever 
alley can. . 
The possibilities for the 
council are endless. They 
could promote the idea of 
ssholarahipa for local artists 
to Continue their education. 
They can help communities 
to get buildings such as 
theatres. They are plannin.g 
to compile a resource bmx 
which will contain me 
names and talents and 
training of people in eseh 
community in  the region. 
Stofan says she expects a
lot of ideas toeome from the 
members of the 
aOrroanixation. And of course 
t of energy. 
H you want to find out 
more, phone one of the 
people on the list of elected 
bfffcers and represen- 
~tives. Or go to a play or 
e~er t .  Chances are you'll 
see them there, and they,ll 
he glad to talk to you. 
Get in touch! 
I | 
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PULSE 
. . .events to note 
' in Klflmat, Terrace 
Coalition wants company 
to take lead 
' - ~ By ANDREW PETTER' However, we are willing 
Display Herald staff writer to accept, as a last ditch 
• solution, Port Angeles as an 
t ];,n~th Senior Second~- will move into the Kitimat Pipe Line Ltd. alternative (oil port)," he Moun E ~ . " id . of shouldstlllbemade to take es . Kitimat City CentreMall Friday evening and Sa .t~r~__y ,he looa,, ;n ,-.,,a,,ntln, Gallon made the corn- 
this week with an Industrial Education and Home ".". . . . .  . --. r-_.--- . . . . . . . . . .  n-w'th a • . - • .., evmenee m me Thompson menm ~ter m.eett S.. 
ecO~omi,..cp..dip lay. Everyonets encouraged to havea look . . ,  t l even th b ou of coalition members ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ;=,~,,.: ,, .: .... ~. . . . . . .  oilpot lnqury  ~.gr • 
. , . . . . ,  . the company has set ~e~ie - t~e Terrace-Kitlma 
USI I  S ar t  , its application to construct a Alliance Against Super- 
f art should take. note all m,~,,,h June the Kitimat.to-Edmonton tankers(TAASK), the 
Lovers o_. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.. : . .-~_...,.e,- . ~dn~line. Garv Gallon, a Kitimat-Terraee Lab..u[ 
Kitimat Centennial Museum wmpresent "Homecoming .m ~k '~an for" the Kitimat Council, and the Unt~ 
Israel' by Salvidor Dali. In addition the museum will ~d-Coali-tion. said Sunday Fishermen and Allied 
feature paintings by Terrace artist Rebec.as Maill.oux, ~. But the coalition, t~e Workers Union (UFAWU) 
rock display by Jim Myland and Indian armac~s. A mus. largest re'Pun onnosir~ the from Prince Rupert - in 
' oil °,;,~t °~ ~)os ~-d~ -loel]eves Kitimat Saturday. 
• Lad ies  open  ~at'~t~ 'IQ~m'at' Oil Port Last week, TAASK 
_Inquiry should still examine representative Jack Jahour 
the o~erall question of oil had expressed concern that 
tanker traffic on the west 
This weekend, the Skeena Valley Golf and country Club 
sponsors its annual Ladies! Open. Today is the closing day 
for entries. Entry fee is $25. 
PULSE is a community calender containing coming 
events and brief messages for a non-profit organl~tion. " 
Items for this column should be phoned or dropped into the 
Herald office on Kalum St. (035-8357) or'lQtimat. 63Z.$706. 
I 
NDP FEARED 
Socred knife 
slices land act 
SARDIS, B.C. (CP) -- The former Nirleulture 
minister in ~the New Dave Stupich told a public 
meeting of about 200 persons 
at this Fraser Valley 
community Saturday night 
that he fears a thaw in 
slation protecting far- 
d couldcome as early 
as August. 
Democratic Party ad- 
"min is t ra t ion  said rec- 
ommendations for such a 
thaw could arrive at the 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Larger 
prison 
planned 
agriculture inquiry and 
farmland would-be lout to 
housing and industry. 
At stake in the Chllllwack 
area of the valley is 1,800 
acres of farmland in the 
rOVtnctal agricultural land 
eeze which developers 
want for subdivisions. 
St~ieh said the unused land 
cotdd be quiddy converted. 
to crop pr~luet[0n end laua 
already zoned should be 
considered for housing. "* 
Mary Rollins, a Social 
Credit Party executive 
member, backed Stupich 
and said developers are 
ready to grab the .frozen 
landbecause of the low cost. 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)-- 
Federal cabinet minister 
Len Marchand said 
Saturday plans for a 
medium-security prison 
near this southern interior 
community are being ex- 
panded. . .  
Marcnanu said the 
original plans had the prison 
holding between 180 and 200 
PnriSoners, but~that is being 
creased to 250. o " s 
He said the expansi n lla 
caused some design 
problems and construction 
of the facility will be 
delayed. 
Work on the $10 million 
prisonwas supposed to have 
started in September. 
Marchard m the minister 
in charge of small 
businesses. 
She said a square foot of 
Fraser Valley farmland 
sells for as low as five cents 
compared to $200 for the 
same amount in downtown 
Vancouver. 
Bill Ritehie, president of 
the Canadian Feed 
Managers Association and a 
key official in the provincial 
Social Credit Party, said ff 
farming died in the Upper 
Fraser Valley, 60 percent of 
Chilliwack businesses would 
close.. 
Both Stupich and Mrs. 
Rollins said city people 
must be educated on the 
need for agricultural land in 
the Fraser Valley. 
coast even ff the company 
does not take the lead, he 
said. 
Under such cir- 
cumstances, Gallon em- 
phasized, a second inquiry 
ihould be held It me com- 
~ny  ever revives its alP 
i~lieation to proceed with the 
Kitimat site. 
Last week, commissioner 
Dr: Andrew Thompson had 
ruled that the company 
would he required to take 
the lead in presenting its 
case to the inquiry. -That 
decision is in doubt, 
however, now that the 
company has formally 
decided to support Trans- 
Mountain Pipeline's bid to 
locate an oil port at Cherry 
Point, Wmhington. 
"It's sneaky on their part 
(Kitimat oil pipeline 
company's.) totry to get out 
of having the onus placed on 
them" Gallon told the 
Herald in a telephone in- 
terview from Msaset. 
Gallon also said that the 
coalition would go before. 
National Energy Board 
(NEB) hearings to oppose 
Trans-Mountain"s ap- 
plicetion to move Alaskan 
crude oil f~m Che_rry Point 
to Edmonton, along its 
existing pipeline. " 
The coalition will attempt' 
to have the NEH hearings 
held on the west coast and 
will seek between $100.000 
and $120,000 from the 
federal government to 
prepare its case, he said. 
Pointing out that en- 
vironmental evidence would 
not be permitted at the NEB 
hearings, he said that the 
coalition would use 
"economic" arguments to 
fight .Trans'M°untain's 
pr at. ' 
"°~e need it demonstrated 
to us that Canada needs a 
U.S. oil ~por t," Gallon stated. 
Gallon said that en- 
vironmentally, an overland 
pipeline or railway would he 
the best way for tran; 
sporting Alaskan oil. 
hie organization had 
received no money to 
~rticipate in the Thompson 
inquiry. Jahour had said 
that TAASK planned to ask 
the coalition for a portion of 
the $100,000 franfed it in 
order that TAASK could 
proceed with a health and a 
socioeconomic study on the 
Kitimat oil port proposal. 
However, a TAASK - 
spokesman told the Herald 
Sunday that during the 
meeting with the coalition, 
TAASK representatives ~d 
supported a motion to 
accept he central usage of 
money" by the Coalition. 
THOMPSON 
MIN/STERS 
TO MEET 
Kitimat Oil Port Inquiry 
commissioner Andrew 
Thompson saidSunday that 
Kitimat Pipe Line Company 
and Trans .Mounta in  
Pipeline Ltd. "still intend to 
present heir evidence and 
|heir witnesses" to the 
hearings which begin next 
month in Vancouver. ~ 
In a telephone'interview 
with the Herald, Thompson 
indichted that his position 
has not changed andhe still 
expects the companies to 
ta~e the lead in presenting 
evidence to the inquiry. 
Thompson also iaid that 
he will be conferring with 
Justice Minister Ron 
Basford and Environment 
and Fisheries Minister 
Romeo LeBlanc this week 
regarding the inquiry. • 
He saidthat the purpose of 
the conference was to "try 
to assess what effect" the 
suspension of Kitimat Pipe 
Line's application to build a 
Kitimat-Edmonton pipeline 
will have on the inclui-ry. 
Asked if he thought there 
was any chance of calling 
off the inquiry, Thompson 
replied, "I don't think so." 
i/ii/ 
; i•;" 
NOyou're not seelngthings. Thatls Mark Twain...or aclose facsimile, lan Booth 
is show here dressed as the famous American writer for his performance ofan 
Pointing out that TAASK excerpt of. "Mark Twain In Person", seen Saturday evening at Contact 77 
was still unhappy that Showcase . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thompson had notalloeated however, he said that the 
the group any funds, the coalition would make use of Dr, B.C. 01sen 
spokesman said that TAASK some of its money to call D.V.M 
realized that if the coalition expert witnesses such as Dr. ' .... 
distributed fundin~g toall lts Jon Couts of Terrace, who . . . . . . .  will he"in T~rr~l~i~, ' ,~,:~ 
m~nherS;"thers  would'not has been conduct ing 10 l~t  1 
be enough (left ~er) for research for TAASK. 
legal services." The T AASK represen- ~ Juno 
Gallon said that the tative emphasized that his 
coalition would also like to group has "definitely 
have seen more funding decided" to continue to 
allocated to smaller support the Kitimat Oil  
regional groups such as Coalition. 
TAASK. "We all still have the 
In the absence of such same goals, and TAASK will 
add i t iona l  fund ing ,  stay involved." he said. 
Donald Murphy's idea held a lot of water. 
To treat and vaccinate large animals. 
For appointment phone 
635-5900 
I 
Hc Lzot acUon. 
• N n,ra jump° cd right in to help. 
Don Murphy's idea measured thirty- ity. You see at Niagara we know a ),out'child's education or money to 
four feet by fifteen feet by six feet lot about ideg~We also know a lot conSOlidate your bills. So, you've 
and came complete with diving about money. ,Putting money into got anidea and its time has come! 
board and water slide for the kids. action is our business at Niagara. Wh3;,'n~i s t down with the people 
With a little help. from Niagara, Money for mortgages, money fo r  you't,e'come to know at Niagara, 
Don Murphy's idea became a real- home improvements, money for Were' tiat ideas are made of. 
NIAGARA/IAC ,; 
Morq.,,'%,L~ Salcsfinanci-g. ' l~)ans, 
Moncvin aclion. 
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Degrading 
to society 
Rape is an extremely difficult crime to bring to 
iustice. 
Not'only is it difficult in a court of law to establish 
the technica Iifles involved in the charge of rape but as 
often as not, the victim herself opts to Ignore the legal 
process to preserve her own dignity. 
Authorities agree that rape is the fastest growing 
violent crime in North America. What they cannot 
seem to agree on is what is the cause of this 
aberration is and what to do about it. 
In the field of crime, rape stands out as particularly 
neurotic, for in it there is nothing apparently gained 
but the satisfaction of having degraded another 
'human being. 
In addition, it show a morbid fixation or fetish for 
one particular human fuction which Indicates a 
psychological fragmentation characteristic of 
neurosis. 
Recent statistics how that rape has Increased 165 
per cent between 1960 and 1964. Compered'to the 91 
per cent increase in murder, the rape figures suggest 
that pressures in the North American lifestyle are 
aggravating this one neurotic impulse more than 
others. 
The causes and cures for the crime of rape have 
been the subject of heated discussion for some time, 
especially since the popularization of women's groups 
but the result of.~uch discussions has been largely 
noise. Being tethered to their own beliefs, the par- 
tlcil~nts are only Interested in imposing those beliefs 
on other~ and will resort to shouting andsophistic 
arguments in order to do so. 
So.called women's Iiberaflonists are as wrapped up 
in their own polemics and vernacular as are the 
"chauvinists' with whom they spar. Let's face it, the 
world is full of Iiberationists, each trying to break 
away from a web constructed as much by himself as 
by anyone. 
As stated oarller, rape is a neurotic Impulse to 
degrade another human. The method used reflects a 
morbid fixation on a human function. Both of those 
aspects of the crime must be taken into consideration 
if it is to be understood. 
Leaving the degradation aspect of it aside for the 
moment, the fact it is a fixation on the function of sex 
is in keeping with the rest of society. For years ad- 
vertisers have used sex to sell every form of product 
without thought or concern for what the Iongterm 
effects of such overloading might be. Far from 
diminishing, the use of sex in advertising has become 
bolder in recent years. 
In all forms of entertainment, sex has been singled 
out and emphasized and there are even sex therapy 
groups all over the continent. 
O~e is reminded of a curious neurosis that afflicts 
animals in zoos. What begins as mere grooming often 
develops into overgrooming, until ultimately the 
animal is tearing his fur out in great chunks leaving 
his hide raw and infected. The animal, in his 
miserable, Incarcerated state takes a normal, 
healthy function and distorts it beyond recognition'. 
So it appears to be with sex. The sexual function 
itself has been raped by this society; is it surprising 
that Individual women are raped by men conditioned 
by the society? 
Historically, this era will likely be seen as the one in 
which people were, for some odd reason, unable to 
outgrow pubescent fascination with sex. It would 
seem natural, would it not, that it would also be an era 
in which rape stood out as the most popular violent 
crime? 
There is no question that a rapist suffers from a 
fixation on his genitals. He also seems to suffer, as we 
said, from a desire to degrade other humans and this 
too Is not surprising in a society that breeds isolation 
and a kind of narcissistic self.interest. The in- 
clination to deg rode and destroy comes as a matter of 
course to one who is out of relationship or in improper 
relationship fo (hose around him. 
There can be no doubt that society breeds crimes 
such as rape; nor is there any doubt that we as in- 
dividuals are,always shaping society. It is the 
proverbial vicious circle, as are most recurring 
human problems and there is no solution in dreaming 
up forms of punishment or deterrants. 
Neither is censorship of sexually oriented books, 
films and magazines a viable course of action, nor yet 
endless studies on how, when and where rape takes 
place. 
The depressing truth is that the onus here Is, as It 
always Is, on the individual fo see how he and his. 
fellows are contributing to the pressure that creates 
crime and, In this case, rape and simply, cease to do 
SO. 
KLONDIKE HISTORICAL PARK 
Skagway remembers ,ts. ,sassy past 
were wrapped in bills Chilkoot Pass. only knew where they we.re 
ranging from $5 to $60 .  A-railroad, the narrow- going and why ... man-maae 
Somehow Frank Reid, an gauge White Pass and lines on a. map identifying 
Yukon Boute, was built to voiitieai divisions were of 
little concern," Warren 
Allmand, Canadian minister 
.8KAGWAY, Alaska (AP) 
-- Once the crossroad~ of 
gold seekers and outlaws, 
only dust devils stalk the 
still-unpaved streets pf this 
Klondike Gold Rnsh town of 
boardwalks and false- 
fronted buildings. 
The whole town turned out 
Saturday, however, to 
remember those turn-of.the. 
century days when a young 
lad could p]ay pool with 
Jack London and watch an 
infamous outlaw be killed in 
a gunfight on main street. 
The townsfolk were 
Chilkoot Pass m me l~ton- 
dike gold fields in Canada's 
Yukon Territory. Seattle 
was the jdmping off point 
for those struck with gold 
fever. 
It was a beautiful day in 
the now quiet town of 850 
that Is nest led against 
mountain peaks that form 
an awesome barrier to the 
wilderness interior" of 
Alaska and Canada. It once, 
however, was home to 
20,000. 
The rush begun when the 
cattle, horses, food, 
equipment and outlaws l'.dt.e 
Je f fe rson  Randolpn 
"Soapy" Smith. 
A Northwest Mounted 
Police report of 1808 said 
5,000 persons arrived in the 
month of February alone. 
The same report says the 
town quickly became "little 
'better than hell on earth." 
"Every other place was a 
salOon or a gambling parlor 
or a _p0ol iall. And' Soapy 
was the leader of the 
early arrival, and "Soapy". 
tangled. A gun battle connect Skagway with the 
followed and both men were Interior and speed the 
fatally injured. Sheldon miners on their way. Work 
remembers that no one 
would go near Soapy. 
"He was sprawled out 
with his Stetson lying there 
... but nobody dared put his 
feet together to place his 
hands over his heart. They 
didn't dare show sympathy 
for tear somebody would 
began at a frantic pace in 
the spring of '98 and it was 
completed in two years. ,It 
follows one of the steepest 
railroad .grades in North 
America and workmen had 
to be suspended from ropes 
to drill and blast. 
When the miners reached gangster people who would 
July 17, 1897, issue of the rob your money by hook or pull out a gun." 
celebrating the open~g of Seattle Post-Intelligeneer crook," "recalled oldtimer A kidcould have some fun 
the Klondike Historical announced: "Bobby" Sheldon. . even amid the tough times. 
Park, a United States- "The SS Portland, Sheldon is one of the few "I got pretty good, at pool 
Canadian project to com- heading for Seattle out of St. remaining witnesses to the and used to play with Jack 
memorate the hoardes of Michael Alaska, steamed gunfight that claimed London on his way to 
stampeders who triggered down to Seattle this morning "soapy's" life. Sheldon; wbo Dawson," Sheldon recalled. 
one of thelastgoid rushes on with a ton of gold abo~d." left Skagway in 1908 anu As bad as things were in 
the North American con- The Story was no exagger- now lives in Fairbanks, was Skagway, the miners really 
tinent, ation. When the gold was 15 when the shooting oc- had tough going when.they 
Skagway is the weighed, it came to two curred on July 8, 1898. He hit the trail for Whitehorse 
headquarters of the new tons. was standing about 150 feet and Dawson points beyond. 
Dead Horse Gulch, 19 international park.The park But it didn't matter. The away. . _ 
stretches from Seattle's stampede to the Klondike The unsavory Smith had miles trom ~Kngway, was 
Pioneer Square to the killer and Northwest Canada was gotten his name because of a named for the 3,000 pack 
"Trail of 98" leading north on. Ships came jammed con game in which he sold $1 animals who perished in the 
from Skagway across with treasure seekers,___ soapbars he falsely elaimed climb over 3,739-foot 
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CARTER'S ENERG Y POLIC Y 
Only way to conservation 
is to-hurt user's wallet 
NEW YORK (AI:') -- 
' The debate in Congress over 
President Jimmy Carter's 
energy program raises the 
question of how much 
Americans hould pay for 
the oil they use so 
wastefully. 
The aim of the proposed 
National Energy Plan is to 
induce conservation by 
making energy cost more 
while at the same time 
making the transition 
gradual enough so that the 
increases do not work undue 
hardship. 
While there is growing 
agreement that energy 
should cost more, opinion is 
split on whether to achieve 
higber oil prices through 
taxation, as the president 
proposes, or through 
i-emoval of price controls. 
For years following the 
Second World War the world 
price of oil stayed at about 
$2 a barrel. The U.S. im- 
posed import quotas in 1959 
to protect domestic 
producers from. a flood of 
cmeap foreign crude. 
The creation of the Organ- 
ization of Petroleum Ex- 
porting Countries (OPEC) 
in 1960 reflected a 
nationalist trend in which 
less-developed countries 
sought control over their 
own natural resources. 
OPEC was a relatively 
powerless group when the 
price of domestic oil was 
fixed under, the 1971 
economic stabil ization 
program. 
During that year, foreign 
producers  s ta r ted  
demanding and getting 
higher prices. Within two 
years, OPEC set prices for 
its own members and 
regulated its production so it 
was in balance with world 
oil demand. 
Then the price situation 
was reversed and it was 
only the retention ofcontrols 
that kept domestic prices 
from soaring. 
Changes in the in-  
ternational oil picture, 
especially the fourfold price 
increase of the OPEC cartel 
in 1973, created .pressures 
that have kept a ceiling on 
domestically produced oil. 
The Cost of Living Council 
what was defined as new oil control consumption and 
.to sell at the market price, encourage production. 
Following the OPEC oil The compromise they 
embargo in October,. 1973,' agreed toset  a ceiling of  
the average ceiling price of $11.28 a barrel for new oil 
that bad been selling at old oil increased to $5.25 a $12.50 to $13 and it forced a' barrel. 
President Gerald Ford  reduction in the average' 
sought to eliminate price of crude oil produced 
.graduall] price controls on in the U.S. to $7.66 from 
aomestic rude oil- but in about $8.75 a barrel. 
either Chilkoot or White 
Pass they entered British 
Columbia, but borders went 
un, n~ticed~rly stampeders 
Small !s 
large ,s 
An Oxford-educated 
woman from Wales says 
modern cities face two 
ossibl¢ fates, whether 
ey're a healthy Dallas or a 
decaying New York. 
The book, Falling Apart: 
The Rise and Fall of Urban 
Civilization, by Elaine 
Morgan, traces the history 
of cities from the time the 
Israelites toppled Jericho to 
today when twban walls 
from New York to Bangkok 
threaten to crumble. 
WILDLIFE 
REFUGE 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
.(CP) -- The International 
Wildlife Range Society, 
which is seeking establish- 
ment of a wildlife refuge 
across the northern Yukon, 
is calling on all govern- 
ments concerned to look at 
management of the Por- 
cupine caribou herd as a 
priority. 
• The society held its annual 
meeting here Saturday and 
elected a Bob Sharp of 
Whitehorse to succeed Dr. 
Andrew Thompson of 
Vancouver as president. 
Thompson said the Berger 
Report's recommendation 
of a wilderness park and.the 
fact that decisions on 
pipeline development i  the 
north will soon be made 
have given the society en- 
couragement for making 
newinltiatives. 
The group has been 
seeking establishment of a 
wildlife refuge since 1972 but 
bad been told by the federal 
government that decisions 
on pipelines and Indian land 
claims would have to'come 
first. 
Thompson said the park 
proposed in the Berger 
Report is in the same area 
as the society's proposed 
wildlife range and the two 
ideas are compatible. 
Meanwhile, Indian and 
devised a two-tier p r i ce  Northdrn Affairs Minister 
system in 1973 that limited late 1975 he gave in to Price controls on Warren Allmand said he 
the price of soealled old oil Congress who would not ap- domestic oil are scheduled bo~ies torelease a northern 
to $4.25 abarrel and allowed prove higher prices [o to expire in May, 1979. po icy paper in July. 
BUT THERAPY SUCCESSFUL 
Fea"and guilt linger on 
for scarred rape victims 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -- 
A therapy program for 
rapists has been 100-per- 
cent successful with. par- 
tieipants within prisons and 
75-per-cant successful with 
participants outside prison. 
The program, using 
aversion therapy, was in- 
stigated by psychologist 
William Marshall and has 
operated from the Kingston 
Regional Psychiatric Centre 
since NOvember, 1973. 
we want to do is decrease 
their interest in these ex- 
citement-producing things 
Detective-Sgt." Michael 
Breen and Constable Linda 
Paul of the Kingston police' 
department, also panelists 
atthe symposium, said they 
follow a rape ease from the 
initial report to the com- 
pletion of trial and appeals. 
They said only two rape 
cases were reported to 
Kingston police in the last 
),ear despite the department 
mdng open seven days a 
week, 24 hours a day. 
Dr. Hugh Gorwell, a 
gynecolo, ist at Kingston 
"They have a long history 
of criminal behavior. On an" 
average, rapists have five 
previous non-sex con- 
victions." 
General Hospital, said 
medical staff assess 
physical damage to a victim' 
and collect evidence to send 
to the forensic laboratories 
in Toronto when the victim 
decides to press charges. 
A victim must decide 
quickly @bother she will lay 
charged since evidence 
must be gathered im- 
mediately, he said. 
Eva Horvateh, a coun~ 
speaking about his work 
with rapists in Kingston 
penitentiaries at a rape 
symposium ' of Queen's sellor with the Ottawa Rape 
University, Marshall said the aversion therapy pro- and incr( ~se their appro- Centre, said her main 
gram '.'tries to find out what priate arousal to mutually concernis what happens to a 
consenting sex. victim after the offence. T.! ~ 
turns them (rapists) on and "It is impossible to dis- centre provides crisis in- 
do something about it." tinguish ny features of tervention at the time of the 
A study done on convicted rapists showed they had women t] it will deter or offence and tong-term 
attract a rapist," Marshall counselling. 
poor social relations, par- . said. "Provocative.behavior She said one woman at- 
ticularly heterosexual ones. seems to be the least con- tending the centre still lives 
Men who rape are uptight sistent characteristic-- I with fear and guilt after 
about heir masculinity and think it seems to turn them being raped five years ago. 
are generally inept, he said. off." Mary Poile, a Kingston 
"For some of .these Those imprisoned for rape lawyer, said the law tries to 
fellows, aggression against usually are criminals balance the rights of the 
a woman is a turn-on. What already, he said. accused and the rights of the 
v ic t im.  
Debra Lewis, a member 
of the Toronto Rape Crisis 
Cantre and co-author of the 
book Rape--the Price of 
Coercive Sexuality, which 
soon will be released, ad- 
vocates removing rape from 
the Criminal Code and in- 
cluding it under assault. 
She said that in rape cases 
the fact that he woman does 
not give consent to the 
sexual act i s  crucial in 
courts. In other acts, no 
such proof is needed. The 
absence of consent in rape 
cases hould be a secondary 
issue, she said. 
Crown attorneys are 
reluctant to proceed with 
some ,cases where the 
victim is not a good witness, 
she said. 
"If the police's initial 
reaction to-a victim is that 
she is intoxicated, there's no 
chance the case will go to 
court," she said. "In 
preliminary hearings from 
1970-1973, there were no con- 
vietions where the victim 
was drunk and the offender 
wasn't. 
of Indian Affairs and nor. 
thern development, said 
Saturday. . • . 
Allmand, who represen~-~ 
Canada t the.park ope.ning, 
saia park planners nave 
worked hard to preserve the 
international element of the 
area's history. 
Canada is developing the 
Canadian portion of the trail 
with plans calling for the 
13,0g0-acre U.S. park to 
officially become an in- 
ternational park later. 
stable; 
chaot,c 
Miss Morgan dismisses 
the idea of a well-oiled ur- 
banized world, that better 
ways to pick up garbage, 
wipe out poverty and crime 
and bring city and suburb 
into harmony will be found. 
Her book says the world 
either will continue its 
present course toward huge 
cities and what she calls an 
unsolvable mess, or people 
will learn that "small is 
stable." 
The probiem lies in why 
cities exist. Miss Morgan 
says that 5,-000 years ago 
farmers settled on fertile 
land and produced more 
than they could usa. 
"At some point the benefi- 
ciaries of the work became 
separated from the per- 
formers," she says. 
"Somebody got the bright 
idea: 'With crops like that, 
he could grow enougMor 
two."' 
Soon crops were taxed, ad 
artisans built tools for the 
farmer to produce even 
more food. Then the farmer 
was a service consumer, 
and those who provided the 
services needed his food, 
Laws and accountants were 
needed. Rulers, armies and 
gods lent legitimacy to the 
enterprise, and cities were 
born. 
For most of history, cities 
relied on the country poor, 
the colonized or the en- 
slaved to create surpluses 
needed to build and feed 
them. 
Miss Morgan says cities 
always have sapped their 
rural surroundings ofgoods 
and talent. Eve now, when 
most cities only promise 
newcomers a slum, hope of. 
a better life for their 
children draws the young 
and talented to the city. 
Until a century ago, rural 
areas fuelled the city. It was 
cheap and plentiful and 
cities produced things. 
Along the way, cities 
learnad that coal and oil led 
to wealth. 
But lately, those living 
outs ide  es tab l i shed  
metropolitan reas realized 
that they could build a 
metropolis in the country. 
New metropolitan areas 
sprang up near coal fields, 
in places where larger, 
• more modern factories 
could be built. The wealth 
that older cities once 
monopolized now flooded 
into newer cities. 
Miss Morgan says the 
bigger and  more con- 
centrated a city is, the more 
it favors services over 
production and the poor 
arrive ill-equipped to enter 
an increasingly white-collar 
job market, 
Turning to nuclearnpower 
would supply ample energy. 
Cities would grow again but 
the size and complexity of 
urban problems would 
reach  un imag ined  
proportions. 
The other choice is to 
harness the sun and earth 
heat and get rural aid but 
that woul~ mean smaller 
engines, smaller factories 
and smaller cities, if cities 
at all. 
This course would be 
difficult and the ad- 
justments would take years, 
Miss Morgan said. 
The big-city rich would 
have the means to leave 
urgan disaster areas while 
the rest .~uffer the • con- 
sequences of dwindling 
resources. Those left behind 
would rebuild "with soberer, 
expectations and fewer 
delusions of grandeur." 
Harry Redman spears the last ring in senior ring spearing competition at  the  
Totem Saddle Club gymkhana Sunday. 
NBA CHAMPS 
Portland cops .the cup 
as Walton leads team 
PORTLAND (AP) --" 
Portland Trail Blazers 
completed their stunning 
rise to the top of the pro 
basketball world Sunday by 
defeating Philadelphia 76ers 
109-107 b'e.hin.d anotb.er 
brilliant all .around.per, 
formance by centre Bill 
Walton. 
Itwas the culmination ofa 
remarkable season for the 
Blazers, born of expansion, 
nurtured through six losing 
years marked by bickering 
and frustration and never 
before in the playoffs. 
Portland, under the 
masterful direction of coach 
Jack Ramsay, used 
teamwork, poise, a pressure 
defence and a disciplined 
TEAM 
PLA Y 
WORKED 
PORTLAND (AP) -- Bill 
Walton's mile shone above 
the insanity of the Portland 
Trail Blazers' locker room. 
"This was one of the best 
games I've ever played in," 
Walton said. "A lot of guys 
played well and it was ex- 
citing. We proved, we were 
butter." 
The big, quiet Portland 
team captain was selected 
the Most Valuable Player of 
the National Basketball 
Association championship 
series, which the Blazers 
ended Sunday with a 109-107 
victory over Philadelphia 
76ers. 
"I've never coached a 
better player. I 've never 
coached a better com- 
aPetitior. I've never coached 
better person than Bil! 
Walton," sa idB lazers  
coach Jack Ramsay. 
RammPy, Walton, team 
owner Larry Weinberg and 
everyone else in the vicinity 
were doused with cham- 
as the championship 
phy was presented by 
NBA Commissioner Larry 
O'Brien. 
"They played team ball. 
They nla~,ed unselfish ball. 
They are the eI'nbodlment f 
What is best in professional 
baseketball," said Wein- 
berg. 
Ramsay had the entire 
team come into the in- 
terview room for the 
presentation of the trophy. 
"Its the finest team I've 
ever coached," he shouted. 
"They are the finest people 
I've ever coached. If we 
hadn't won it, I'd have felt 
the same way." 
attack to overcome the 
multi-talented 76ers four 
games to two in the best-of- 
seven National' Basketball 
Association championship 
series. 
Walton, who scored and 
rebounded in double figures 
in every game of the series, 
had 20 points, 22 rebounds, 
seven assists and eight 
blocked shots in Sunday's 
final. He was named the 
Most Valuable Player of the 
championship series. 
Bob Gross added 22 points 
and Lionel Hollins 20 for the 
Blazers.to ffset another re- 
markable effort" by Phila- 
delphia's Julius Erring, the 
game's high scorer with 40 
points. 
The Blazers built a 15- 
point lead in the second- 
quarter, then saw 
Philadelphia move to within 
two points on George 
McGinnis's jumper with 18 
seconds to go. 
After an inbounds pass by 
Portland, McGinnis tied up 
Gross for a jump ball and 
controlled the tap to Lloyd 
Free. But the Sixers missed 
three shots at tying the 
score-:-. Erring had a ~umper 
bounce off the oacz rim, 
Free had a shot blocked by 
Walton and MeGinnis 
missed a short jumper with 
two seconds left. 
The Blazers won the title 
the hard way, losing the first 
two games of the final series 
but then regrouping to 
become only second team in 
the NBA's 31-year history to 
erase a 2-0 deficit and win 
the title. They also were the 
first team to come back and 
win it in four straight 
games. 
In 4969, Boston Celtics lost 
its first two games to Los 
Angles Lakers, but rallied to 
win the series in seven 
games. 
Portland's victory came 
before a wildly enthusiastic, 
record Memorial Coliseum 
crowd of 12,951, which has 
helped Blazermania become 
a phenomenon in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
Both teams came out 
running and there were 15 
lead changes before Walton 
put the Blazers ahead to 
stay 42-40 with a jump hook 
with 7:05 to go in the second 
quarter. 
That started a 10.point run 
by the Blazers that was 
topped by Hollins,whq hit a 
twisting jumper off one of 
Portland's many fast breaks 
to mare it 50-40 with 5:10 
remaining in the half. 
Portland went.on to build 
the lead to 59-44 with 3:00 
left and took a 67-55 ad- 
vantage into the locker 
room at  half time. Hollins 
led the scoring with 14 points 
but Walton--his jersey 
smeared with blood from a 
small cut he suffered in the 
first quarter-- was the key 
man for the Blazers with 13 
points and 12 rebounds. 
SA TURDA Y BASEBALL 
Red Sox return 
to winning groove 
Fred Lynn singled twice 
to drive in two runs and 
made a sensational catch in 
Centre field as Boston Red 
Sox defeated Minnesota 
Twins 5-2 behind southpaw 
B!I! Lee's six-hitter 
'~I~e"~i~ not walk a batter 
and was aided by three p :d 
American League c ntes. 
Lynn made a leaping catch 
against the  centre field 
fence in the bottom of the 
seventh to rob Minnesota's 
Dan Ford of a home run. 
Lynn brought home the 
first run of the game in the 
third inning when he lined a 
two-out single to right to 
score Denny Doyle, who had 
doubled. Carl Yastrzemski 
tripled and scored on a two- 
out single by Bernce Carbo 
in the fourth to put Boston 
ahead 2-0. 
Minnesota's Larry Hisle. 
made it 2-1 in the bottom of 
the fourth when he belted his 
12th home run of the season 
and increased his league 
leading runs-battedin total 
to 47. . . 
The Red Sox scored again 
in the sixth against starter 
Paul Thormodsgard, who 
failed to finish for the 11th 
consecutive time this 
season. Carlton Fisk singled 
and took third on a single by  
George Scott. Fisk scored on 
a wild pitch. 
Lynn put Boston ahead 4-1 
in the seventh when he 
singled to score Doyle, who 
had singled and stolen 
second. 
In other American League 
gdeames~ Toronto Blue Jays 
feated the Oakland A's 4-2 
with a three-run rally in the 
eighth inning, Otto Velez 
brought home two runs with 
a bases-loeded single and 
another came home on an 
error. 
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.FOR WEST'S ALL-STAR LOSS 
Lancaster takes the rap 
'TORONTO ((~P) -- Ron 
Lancaster/ doesn't, often 
make mistakes. When he 
do~, he's' the first to admit 
it. . , 
• He  did make one Saturday 
night and it cost the West 
dearly~.in the annual 
Canadian .Football Leagve 
all-star' game before a 
modest crowd of fewer than 
5,000 at Exhibition Stadium. 
The quarterback-coach of 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
shouldered the blame for.the 
20-19 loss-to the East after 
missing ~n attempted two- 
point paz~ conversion i  the 
final minute of play. 
"It was my fault," the 38- 
year-old veteran of 17 pro 
seasons admitted later. 
"Instead of going to the wide 
receiver (Tom Forzani) I 
tried to go to {he inside 
receiver (Rudy Linter- 
man)." 
His intentions were good, 
but Linterman,' the veteran 
Calga~  Stampeder r.unning 
back, ran into neavy 
bumping in the East end 
zone and was. forced to go 
outside. 
"Rudy broke out and I 
underthrew him. It cost us 
the game," Lancaster said. 
Earlier he had steered the 
West to two fourth-quarter 
touchdowns that. brought 
them back from a 13-0 
halftime deficit. 
However, it was Hamilton 
Tiger-Cat quarterback 
Jimmy Jones Who gained all 
.the accolades as he tossed 
two scoring passes for the 
East, the first going 18 yards 
to Tony Gabriel of Ottawa 
Rough Riders to open the 
scoring in the first period, 
the second a 69-yard bomb 
to Hamiltdn team-mate 
Terry Evanshen to break a 
13-13 deadlock'early in the 
final quarter.' 
Toronto Argonauts' Zenon 
Andrusyshyn converted 
• both scores and had second- 
quarter field goals of 20 and 
49 yards. 
• After two field goals by 
Winnipeg'.,~ Bernie Ruoff in 
the third quar, ter narrowed 
the gap, East's L. J. 
Clayton, last year with the 
Argos but since' dealt tp 
Ottawa, opened the way for 
some late Lancaster heroics 
when he bobbled a Ruoff 
That' set the stage f0t" 
Lancaster's efforts to pull 
I S p O rts i 
settle for a tie by letting. 
Ruof f  k i ck  his Second 
convert. ' 
Despite the presence of 
some of the .league's 
premier runners, it was a 
passing game wi'th the 
East's Jones connecting on 
12 of 17 for 190 yards and 
Columbia Lions 'failed to 
penetrate the East goalline, 
but Lancaster had 
everybody moving in~ the 
centre again on a third-down 
gamble, held onto the ball 
and went over untouched. 
Ruoff added the convert. 
Lancaster came .on in 
relief of Ralph Brock of 
winnipeg in the closing 
moments o engineer a drive 
from the East's 38-yard line 
that ended with a five-yard 
scoring strike to Calgary's 
elusive Tom Forzani, who 
grabbed an all-star game 
record 10 passes, with 22 
seconds to play. 
Montreal Alouettes' Sonny 
Lade good on 10 of 21 for 127 
yards for the East. Lan- 
caster hit on 12 of 21 and 190 
yards and Brock on 11 on 22 
for 227 yards for the West. 
Willie Burden of Calgary 
was the game's top runner 
with 32 yards off seven 
carries as the West rushed a
unt that was recovered by total of 60 yards to 48 for the 
e West's Dan Kepley at East, including 22 by 
the East two-yard line. Jones--named the game's 
Power-running up the .  top offensive player--the 
middle by Jim Washington only time he ran with the 
of .the Blue Bombers and ball. 
Mike Strickland of British It was a hard-hitting 
encounter for an all-star 
matchup, particularly in- 
side where Montreal 
Alot~ettes' Chuck Zapiec-- 
selected the game's out- 
standing defensive player-- 
and Hamilton's Mike 
Samples were very muchin 
evidence for the East and 
JohnnHelton of Calgary, 
Saskatchewan'sBill Baker 
and Wayne Smith of British 
Columbia Lions for the 
West..  
Win'nipeg safety Brian 
Herosian also turned in a 
stirling performance by 
picldng off two Jones passes 
in the opening half and 
knocking down another, re- 
"covering a fumble and 
leading both clubs with six 
'indcvidual tackles. 
But much of the post- 
game talk centred on the 
crowd--or lack of it--in 
55,000-seat Exhibit ion 
Stadium. 
About 10,000 tickets were 
sold for the contest but 
CFLPA president George 
Reed had expressed con. 
fidence there would be a late 
rush for seats.. The ruah 
didn't materialize. 
It was the smallest ur- 
nout since the players' 
azsocia!ion decoded to take 
over production of the all- 
star game in 1970. The 
.previous low was9,000 at the 
Autostsd in Montreal in 
1971. ' 
" I t  was a tremendous dis- 
appointment," Evanshen 
admitted, speaking for 
many in the association who 
have been invested ~vith the 
responsibility of making it a 
paying proposition to benefit 
th~ players' pension fund. "I 
have never felt so bad. 
"I think it's not fair, it's 
unjust. We gave them a 
damn good ball game. But 
there has been so much 
negative .press, so many 
negative things surrounding 
the game. Something has to 
be corrected before next 
year." 
"I don't understand what 
the people want out here in 
the East," said Forzani. "I 
know if we kept the all.star 
football game in the West 
where people like football 
more. " 
The two all-star games 
played in the West--.C./dgm'y 
in 1972 and Eemonmn last 
year--drew in excess of 
23,000. 
"I just don't know. 
There's 52,000 people 
coming out for the (Toronto 
Argonauts) Blue-White 
game (Wednesday night). 
"We needed 20,000 to 
break even. I don't hink we 
even came close." 
None of the officials con- 
nected with promoting the 
game, either the CFLPA or 
the Argonaut football dub, 
was available to give even a
rough attendance figure. 
The Toyota Liftbacks are perfect examples of international styling. 
Classic blends of performance and visual design, All are built 
to Toyota's exactin~ standards, then exhaustively tested to provide 
you with some of the finest automobiles possible. 
Corolla' The Toyota Corolla Lfftback is available.with a 1600 cc 
. engine and now, a brand new economical 1200 cc powerplant, 
TheToyota Celica Liftback, the one that started itall, 
is race-rallye proven for endurance and performance.The engine 
is 2200 cc's of concentrated power and, with the rear seat folded 
down, there's aload capacity of 27,7 cubic feet, Numerous acces- 
sories allow you to tailor a Celica to your exact requirements, 
Interiors are luxurious and functional making it a value standout in
Styling features include "shooting brake" design, a . . its class,The____~yota Liftbacks: An international 
split-back fold down rear seat which'provides up,to . ]~yf~j~ '1 standard of excellence, Fantasy becomes reality, At 
27,7 cubic feet of usable rear cargo space, 5-speed ' realistic prices you can afford, See yourToyota 
TOYOTA 
-r'e,-.¢ overdrive, or automatic transmission and other j _~ j [.0J]]~,']~Ji~J~,j dealer about purchasing 
exciting accessories are available', depending on -f ~,,je,,-~ ]j.~] [~!e .~ or ]easing an "affordable 
the model, for you to build your perfect car, fantasy? Soon, 
TOY(Y LIFFBACKS.TERRIFIC! 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
4916 Hwy 16 West Parts & Service 635.6103 Office & Sales 68-6960 
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Totem Saddle Club results 
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Seven-year Rene Star (left) and" ~" friend proud l~ Terrace Association for the Mentally Retarded featured 
display the ribbons they won at the Fan and Fitness Meet $9 competitors from Prince Rupert to Burns Lake. 
in Terrace Saturday. The Meet, sponsored by the 
ASSOCIA T/ON FOR MENTALL Y RETARDED 
"n Northwest Fun and F,t ess Meet 
Saturday morning, 59 
participants ook part in the 
Terrace and District 
Association for the Mentally 
Retarded fourth annual Fun 
and Fitness Meet. 
Children and adults from 
Burns Lake, Houston Telka, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
Terrace competed in nine 
b. Ukranian Club - For the ~.providing ~e food for :~i~i::! 
use of their hall for the the.. Hrticipants at the .... 
banquet and dance, ~ .~/eet .  
c. Caledonia Community :..~.l~s, Jan Thoason - for 
Recreation Class - for their ' ' p r /~ Ig  her services as a 
assistance inorganizing and . I~11...d~iv~r to out-of-town .
running the events in the .~d~n~.  
trackmeet. :- ] . .  ~p~.p~hy Amdam ana." 
d. Caledonia Stage Band ~ ~p.~.  '0uterbHdge - for 
and Mr. Jim Ryan, Director ~I .~ :,,,e~tra efforts in ' 
. for providing the music for ' ~ .~g.  and organizing 
the dance. ..,.- ' ~.mi~.~.I-and equipment for 
e. Members fo the rock ~h 'qtmt  and dance. 
band "Pereeptton'! - for k.:~'G~fi" Bfllson- for the 
providing the hack up music m"~y hours of typing done 
at the dance .during the in preparation for the track- 
'~+ • meet. 
events ranging from high 
jump to obstacle course 
relay. 
Following are results anu 
description of awards. 
Awards 
a. Each paricipant was 
awarded a placement 
ribbon (1-6) for every event 
completed. 
b. Merit Awards . 
Description: Engraved 
gold centerpiece (track.and 
field logo) with neck ribbon. 
Awarded to the boy and 
girl in each division who, in 
the opini~:'of.~e awards 
committee, demonstrated 
the most courage and 
perceverance throughout all 
the events at the trackmeet. 
Winners 
Die. A Girls Ronda Maddison 
(10) Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Die. A Boys Nelson Salerno (S) 
Kitimat 
Div. B Girls April Woods (11) 
Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Die. B Boys Max Kauth (11) 
Parkview School, Prince 
Rupert 
Die. C Girls Daisy Stephens 
(17) Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Div. C Boys Alan Mother (18) 
Three Rivers Workshop, 
. Terrace 
Die. D Ladies Shannon Moran 
Prince Rupert 
.Div. O Men Eugene Burton 
Three Rivers Workshop, 
Terra ce 
e. Aggregate Winners 
Each winner received an 
engraved trophy. 
Awarded to the boy and girl 
in each division who ob-- 
rained the highest individual 
score for their age group. 
Winners 
Die. A Girls (6-10) Paffy 
Palmer (10) Burns Lake 
Die. A Boys Peter Wesley (10) 
Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Div. B Girls (11.14) GAlL 
Morrison (13) Jack Cook 
School, Terrace 
Div. B Boys Gary Spalding (12) 
J~ck Cook School, Terrace 
Die C Girls (IS-18) Laura 
Dowker (16) Kitimat 
Die. C Boys Donald Gus (17) 
Prince Rupert 
Die. D Ladies (19-over) Lynn 
Keegan Prince Rupert 
Die. D Men Peter Nisyok, 
Three Rivers Workshop, 
Terrace / 
d. Runners Up Awards 
Each runner up received a 
rosette. 
Awarded to the boy and girl 
in each division who ob- 
tained the second highest 
score for their age group. 
Awarded to: 
• Div. A Girls Victoria Davis (8) 
Houston 
131v. A Boys Steven Yeatman 
t.3~ Kitimat 
DI,,. B Girls Annelise Sarasso 
(1,1) Prince Rupert 
Die. B Boys Wayne Young (12) 
Prince Rupert 
Div, C Girls Veronica Gaube 
(16) Telkwa 
Die. C Boys Medrlc Duncan 
(18) Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Die. D Ladles Francs Belan. 
toni KItimat 
Die. D Men Emerson Huskins 
;'rince Rupert 
Results 
ii 
Honorable Mention 
Div. AGirls Maria Pereira (10) 
Kitimat 
Day. A Boys Alfred Paupst (9) 
Jack Cook School, terrace 
Day. B Girls Cathy Forsberg 
(12) Jack Cook School, Terrace 
Day. B Boys Kevin MacKay 
(13) Houston 
Div. C Girls Donna Mae Russ 
(16) Jack Cook School, terrace 
Day. C Boys Michael Werledge 
(16) Prince Rupert 
Day. D Ladies Rachael 
Morrison Three Rivers 
Workshop, Terrace 
Div. D Men Den McLean Three" 
Rivers Workshop, Terrace 
The Terrace Association 
would like to express its 
appreciation to the follo~ving 
organizations, businesses 
and individuals far their 
contributions towards the 
success of the trackmeet 
and related activities. 
a. The Catholic Womens' 
League - Provided and 
served the food for the 
banquet held Saturday 
Evening. 
Standings 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National Leegu~ 
East 
W L Pct. GBL 
Chicago 30 16 .62S-  
Pittsburgh 29 16 .617 ~/~ 
at. Louis 28 22 .560 3 
,Philadelphia 26 23 .531 4V= 
Montreal 21 28 .429 9V= 
New York 21 30 .412 10V~ 
West 
Los Angeles 36 16 .629 -- 
Cincinnati 25 25 .SO0 10 
San Diego 25 31 .446 13 
Houston 22 30 .423 14 
San  F ran  - 
cisco 22 30 .423 14 , 
Atlanta 20 34 .370 17 
Sunday Results 
New York 6.3 Philadelphia 5.2 
Cincinnati 14 Houston 4 
Montreal 7 St. Louis 5 
San Francisco 10 Atlanta 9 
Plflsburgh 5 Chicago 4 
Los Angeles 4 San Diego 2 
-" Saturday ResuHs 
New York 2 Philadelphia 0
Chicago 4 Plflsburgh 3 
Houston S Cinclnnetl 1 
Atlanta 7 San Francisco 1 
Montreal S St. Louis 7 
Los Angeles 9 San Diego 4 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League 
East 
W L Pct. GBL 
Baltimore 28 22 .56e- -  
New York 29 23 .55S - -  
Boston 27 23 .S40 1 
Milwaukee 26 26 .500 3 
Cleveland 22 25 .468 4V= 
Detroit 20 27 .426 6V= 
Toronto 20 30 .400 S 
West 
Minnesota 31 20 .608-  
Chicago 29 21 .571 2 
Texas 23 23 .500 5V= 
California 24 24 .500 5V= 
Oakland 25 26 .490 6 
Kansas City 24 25 .490 6 
Seattle 22 34 .393 11V= 
Sunday Results 
New York 8 Chicago 6 
Boston 5 Minnesota 1 
Kansas City 4 Baltimore 3 
Toronto 7 Oakland 3 
Seattle 6 Cleveland 1 
Milwaukee at Texas N 
Detroit at California N 
Saturday Results 
Boston 5 Minnesota 2 
Toronto 4 Oakland 2 
New York S Chicago 6 
~ilwaukee 3 Texas 2 
Baltimore 5-13 Kansas City 4. 
14, 
Cleveland 7 Seaflle S 
Detroit 9 California 6 
breaks. 
f.. District .of! Terrace I. Diane Porter for 
Recreation Dept~ - for the providing her services as a 
use of the arena and n~r#e, throughout the 
facilities. .~:~ weekend. 
g. Overwaitea Foods, m. Finally, to those to 
Sa feway,  WOolworths, numerous to name who 
Terrace coopi Rexall . contributed their time and 
Drugs, Northern Drugs, effort to act as counsellors 
and, Shoppers l~ug Mart - and event officials or to man 
for their donations of food a table atthe traekmeet and 
and prizes for the dance, were around to lend a extra 
h. Mrs. C. Herder ~nd Mrs. pair of hands when it was 
Jefferson - for ,organizing needed. ' 
RECREATION 
:+CHATTER 
For the second year the Terrace Recreation and 
Civic Properties Commission are holding an open 
Forum in the Banquet Room at;~the Terrace Arena 
on Tuesday June 14, 1977 at"ail~ p.m. This is an 
• opportunity for all residents of ~ ar.ea to come out 
and meet the Commission and R~'eation staff and 
contribute with positive Input, w lt~f should be in- 
cluded in future Leisure S~.vlde planning for 
Terrace. ' . . . .  ' "  
This is also an opportunity f~r:an~ ~rson, - - ' - "  ' group. 
of persons or •clubs who, durtng~fl~'next year may ~ 
wish to use'the Swimming p~l," Ar.~n~.Facilities or 
Parks. • ' • .,'.'.+"." . .."":'.." 
One of the many purpos~:ln~l#de'publi¢ Input 
into the fee structure for f l~d"~ing year and 
determine if the facilities are getting full potential 
use, or if not, where there tail ibe changes made.to 
Improve the present system... 
There has been advance pgbli¢lty this year and 
all householdshave been contacted, so if you have 
any Interest in Recreation qnll I .don't lust mean 
"Super Jacks" but all recreaffo~alists, let's have a 
room full of people With lots ef~enthuslesm and let's 
get a pesiflve debate goin~l; thi~m~e the merrier, 
don't be one 0f/~those who sitar kBml~ and say,"Well 
I can't do anything about it a~yway.'" This Forum 
gives you the oPportunity to ~o = slmething so get up 
and do it, a clear case of put Ul~0r shut up. 
Lack of participation by the public in the Forum 
can only increase lethargy andl~ventually because 
of the lack of participation bring.about a drop in the 
choice of alt~native pursuits and a diminishing 
scope in the quality of life in the area. This I feel 
would be regrettable. 
Where are all the Interested people who rallied 
round ~0 get the facilities built? ~aybe they have 
all lefttown but is that true? Come and prove us 
wrong!! That's a challengel ! 
ALS' ,TRIO REPORTS 
MONTREAL "(CP) -- 
Veterans Peter Dalla Riva, 
Andy Hopkins and Carl 
Crennel all reported to the 
Montreal  A l louettes  
Canadian Football League 
training camp at St. Jolins, 
Que., Sunday. 
• Dalla Riva, the team's 
tight end, had originally 
wanted to renegotiate his 
1977 contract, but after the 
club refused he asked for a 
three-year extension with a 
guaranteei salary. 
He signed a three-year 
extension to his contract 
Sunday and reported to 
camp, said Roy Deguire, a 
team spokesman. Deguire 
added that no guarantee 
was included in Dalla Riva's 
extension. 
Hopkins, one of the CFL's 
leading running backs, had 
also sought to renegotiate 
his contact, which carries 
through to the end of the 1978 
season, but Bob Geary, 
Montreal general manager 
again ref.sed. . . 
Crennel, the team's 
middle' ]inebacker for the 
lePt' rive seasons, signed a 
~'ee.year contract through 
.to .~, ~nd of the 1979 season. 
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With manes f lying, Karen Lizotte urges her pony Misty on in the ring spearing 
event at the Totem Saddle Club gymkhana at Lions Park Sunday. The games 
featured beth mmlor and J~ior,competition. 
POLE BENDING 
SENIORS 
1/ Oean Sturko 
2. Rod Falconer 
3. Harry Redmond 
JUNIORS 
1. Arlene Hamer 
2. Kareen Lizotte 
,3. Kathy Barber 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
1. Sheena Falconer 
2, Chris Barber 
3. Martin Forbes 
RING SPEARING 
SENIOR 
1. Danny Muller 
2. Dean Sturko 
3. Harry Redmond 
JUNIORS 
1. Mike Barber 
2. Korean Llzotte 
3. Arlene Homer 
BARR-ELS 
SENIOR 
1. Danny Muller 
2. Dean Sturko 
3. Harry Redmond 
JUNIORS 
1. Mike Barber 
2. Karoon Llzotte 
3. Dabble DaM 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
1. Sheene Falconer 
2. Undo Easton 
3. Terry Barber 
JUNIOR 
1. Mike Barber 
2. Arlene Homer 
3. Kereen Llzoffe 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
1. Sheens Falconer 
2. Korea Goddwln 
3, Paul Wilson 
RESCUE RACE 
SENIOR 
1. Karoon Lizofle 
2. Danny Muller 
3. Arlene Homer. 
1 
LITTLE'BRITCHES 
1. Carolyn Homer 
2. Rhone Falconer 
3. Terry Darner 
EGG & SPOON 
SENIOR 
1. Danny Muller 
2. Korean Lizoffe 
3. Kathy Barner 
FLAp RACE 
SENIOR 
1. Rod Redmond 
JUNIOR 
1. Kar'een Lizotte 
2. Danny Muller 
3. Arlene Homer 
JUNIOR 
1. Danny Muller 
2. Korean Llzoffe 
3. Kathy Barner 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
1. Koran Johnson 
2. Chris Darner 
3. Martin Forbes " ' *  
PROVINCIAL TRACK MEET 
Burnaby school team 
dominates B.C. event 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
1. Sheena Falconer 
2. Chris Barber 
3. Martin Forbes 
SCURRIES 
SENIOR 
1. Danny Muller 
JUNIORS 
• 1. Arlene Homer 
2. Kerean Llzotte 
3. Kathy Barber 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
I. Sheena Falconer 
2. Martin Forbes 
3. Terry Barber 
WEBB 4 FORm 7 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) -- 
Burnaby Central dominated 
the annual British Columbia 
high school t/'ack and field 
championships with a 
record-shatter ing per- 
formance Saturday at " 
Swangard Stadium. 
Winning an un- 
precedentsd fifth team title 
in 11 years, Burnaby Cen- 
tral's 24-member team also 
broke the meet record for 
with 159. Mount 
as of Victoria set the 
previous record of 142 in 
19/5. Central was runner-up 
to Mount Dougla s the past 
two years. 
Vancouver and district 
champion Hillside of West 
Vancouver was second with 
88 points--77 back of Cen- 
Coltsdrop two 
The hapless Terrace Colts 
dropped another two games 
Sunday leaving theml-7 on 
the see~on. 
Behind the ptiching of Bill 
and Tim Janzen HOuston 
Bees edged the home team 
2-1 in the first game and 10-6 
in the second. 
Bill Jansen struck out 15 
Terrace batters in the first 
gamewhile his team score a 
run in the second inning and 
another in the fifth. 
J im Keller took the loss 
for the Colts, who got their 
run on Jim Webb's fourth 
inning home run. 
Webb was the one Terrace 
pla.y, er who shone in Sun- 
day s doubled-header. He 
went four for seven for the 
day, adding a double and 
two singles to his, round- 
trZ(~oV~t~:"" led the second 
Contest after one completQ 
inning, but Houston wai 
able ~ capitalize on th .r.ee 
Terrace rrors in the laura, 
scoring six runs. 
Two innings later the 
visiting team tallied four 
more Jim.as. Colts replied 
for one in the sixth and three 
in the seventh to bring to 
count to 10-6. 
Rob Kawinsky was 
saddled with the loss. He 
and Keller who relieved him 
late in the game fanned nine 
Houston batters. The 
Janzene struck out seven 
Colts. . 
Colts play next weekend 
at Moricetown against he 
Cubs. 
Meanwhile, the Red's who 
are competing for top spot in 
the Bulkley Valley Baseball 
League split a double- 
header with the Cubs in 
Moricetown. 
Red's won the first game 
11:5 with Gino lamale on the 
mound. Gary McKinnon 
took the loss for 
Moricetowv. 
In the second game, the 
Cubs ]picked up four 
seventh-tuning runs to force 
the game into extra innings. 
Red L'Estrange was 
credited with the loss, with 
Bernard Johnston on the hill 
for the winners. 
Red's play at home next 
Sunday against Hazelton. 
tral--and Steveston, of 
Delta, was a surprising 
third with 61 points. 
West Vancouver placed 
fourth with 49 points, 
Esquimalt was fifth with 45 
points and Alpha, of Bur- 
nabx, and J.L. Crowe of 
Trml shared sixth,with 39 
meet's outstanding male 
performer, specificaly for 
~iis record leap of 7.24 
metres in the long jump. 
The leap erased the 
previous record of 6.895 
metres set in 1969 by St. 
George's Henry Mallin. 
He also won the high jump 
points each. with a personal best leap of 
Central was led by the tal- 2.02 metres, topped the pole 
anted uo of Dave Stean and vault at 4.11 metres and 
Brian Henschel, who bet- Friday night set a meet 
wean them were entered in record of 14.36 metres in the 
12 events, including relays, triple jump. 
Steea, who has broken a Steen, 17, is the son of Don 
handful of records this Steen, formerly one of 
season, including the Canada's top competitors in
Canadian interscholastic the decathlon, and the 
mark in the long jump, won 
a record four events-- 
setting two meet records-- 
and ran the first leg on 
Central's winning open 
boys' 4x100 relay. 
Hemchel, who was even 
busier than Steen, was 
entered in five individual 
events and two relays, the 
winning 4x100 and the third 
place 4x400 team. 
"These two guys, Steen 
and Hensehel, are the most 
devastating combination 
l've ever seen," said' Cen- 
nephew of Dave Steen, a 
former Commonwealth 
Games record holder in the 
shot put. 
Don Steen is the current 
executive' secretary of the 
B.C. Federation of School 
Athletic Associations, while 
his brother, Dave, is a 
reporter :. 
Henschel, also 17 and 
often overshadowed by 
Steen, gained his share of 
the glory Saturday by 
beating Lloyd Guss of West 
Vancouver in the 110 hur- 
tral coach Ken Taylor. dies. Henschel finished in 
"They're a dream team.. ' 15.12 seconds and Guss was 
"W~mt Ruth and Gehrig second at 15.17. 
were to the Yankees, and "I think Henschc;'s vic- 
what Orr and Cournnyer are tory in the hurdles (the 
to hockey, that's what Steen second event of the day) just 
and Henschel are to high started the ball rolling and 
school track." then there was no stopping 
Steen was named the us," said Taylor. 
SMITHERS 00MMUNITY 
LAW OENTRE SOCIETY 
require 
LEGAL INFORMATION COUNSELLOR 
duties to include: 
• providing legal information in Communi ty  
Law Centre 
• organizing and part ic ipat ing in communi ty  
workshops. 
.some direct  cl ient casework 
Salary: $11,000.00. $13,843.00 
Submit resume by 16th June to Box 2904 
Smithers, B.C. 
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year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
151.00. 
Authorized as second class may 
by the Post Office Department, 
Oltawa end for payment of 
'postage In cash. • 
aassifleds due 24 hours prior to 
dlslred day of publication. $2.00 
Mr first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
daselfled . ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting' held 
eve~. Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unitod Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledon*i'a High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
l~one 635.7356. (cff) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lixlge No. 
le20, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
field every 2nd and 4th 
Thursdayevery month af 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
iNCNES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or635-3Q2:t,..,, . .~  ~. . . ,  . :  . ,  
. . . . . . . . .  ~-L~)HOLI CS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638.1021 
635-7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Arb you making your own life 
end your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane - 635. 
t607. (df)  
Kermode Four Wheelers 
N~eotings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
flJrther Information phone 635- 
34¢9. 
• Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
"(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
'Thursday of month. O.O;R.P 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
St. Maffhews A.C.W. have 
chosen Sat. Nov. 26 as the date 
for their annual Xmas bazaar. 
For NutrI.Meflc products (ell 
organic) call Ruth at 635.2404. 
(11-4,9,14,19) 
Put your skllls as a housewlfe 
IMo earnlngs. A Professlonal 
Homemakera course wlll be 
held in Terrace.• 
Register Now 
For further Information call 
635-5135 
14. Business Personal '  
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. 'Land- 
scaping, backfilling, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
'tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20" tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
Webb Refr igerat ion 
4523 SOUCIE 635-2188 
@ 
Au(l~orlzed 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dwers~ 
And Ranges 
(Ctf). 
i 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune.ups a 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaplng etc. Backhoe work, 
roto-fllllng, post hole ~ di(~glfig 
Phone 
6354782 
(~)  
Building demolition. Piece by 
piece. R. Lovgron. 635.9677. (p 
5) 
Elderly woman desires 
housakeeplng lob in exchange 
for room and board. Phone 635. 
7866. (p.4) ~ 
i 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles i 
.33. For Sale -M isc .  
One metal shed 6x8, new and 
not assembled. $150.00. Phone 
635.2002 and ask for Jlme after 3 
pro. (p.4) 
Used, R.C.A. cabinet model 
stereo. GQocl working order. 
$60.00. Phone 635.2017. (p-4) 
Sankyo Movie Pro[ector,, In 
excellent condition, super 8, 
Automatic Loading Flickerless 
slowmatlon. Want $160.00. 
Phone 632.7321. (p-4) 
37. Pets 
For  Sale 7 month old pure 
bred Doberman. Obedient and 
~ C l ' l~t l l - - -  good with children. Phone 
Smlthers. 847.3926. (p-~) 
1 0 ~ I P M t ~ ?  %Arabmare.  3 years aid. 
Good show quality. Gentle 
zalm For sale - Registered Morgan Evenings. 635-4565 daYS, (off) 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
Or phone 
635-3689 
Terrace,  B.C. 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTO. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
fractlng. Free Estimates. 
Phone635.SO76or638.12:i1. (off) " 33. For Sa le .  Misc. 
1 Brentwood 12-14 cu. yd. cruiser. Inboard-outboard, i ~ 
Now Open Dumpbox. 1975 mobile hoist- year old. ~2 hours. Call 635-6636: 
ANDRE'S pump and P.T.O. $3200. Phone* (~f )  
ENTERPRISES  LTD. 685-27o9. (c-12) For sale: one14 ft run about, 
R.V.  Par ts  & Aufc Parts. Auto repairs. #orSale: NCRCeshReg~ster, 8 one 16ft run about, both wHh trailers, and canopy to fit crew 
~.merican and Import department total, recon-, cab pick.up. Phone 635.5572 or 
ditloned, very reliable "type'of 635-3032. 
Cars. machine. Winderland G~ne~al 
3026 Hwy. 16" East" Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace,. " 
Phone 63~-1710 ' ~5.463~. d f  ' Forl sale~ 14' fiberglass- beat 
~o:n=. o.~.~/ ." __------~ '"---~: " ' - '~  ~ with trailer :45/HP Chi;ysler 
For sale; one stove. Good outboard. For further In- 
condition. Phone 635-5365. (ctf) formation call 635-4708 after 5 
• pm. (;)-8) 
Golden Rule: Odd Gobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low' Rates 
No job log big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
minting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635-409.4 
~sk for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeraflve Contracting. and 
household repalrs. Phone 635. 
5076or 638-1231. (off) 
FOR RENT 
Thornhill Community Csntre 
Is available for dances, 
bingos, private parties, etc. 
Phone '635-5597 
lot 635-3467 
(ctfw) 
I 
19. Help Wante d 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi -635.2242. (ctf. 
Manager required for 
Terrace'Dairy.Queen Brazier 
restaurant. Experience helpful 
but not necessary. Pleas e apply 
in person between 2 and 4 p.m. 
at 4532 Lakelse. (ctf) 
Wanted: Live in housekeeper. 
June 11.20th or possibly longer. 
References please. Phone 638. 
1032. (c-3,4,5) 
] .  REALTY I ,LTD,  
I , _~nV l ]~(~ I. 'F~e"' 632-61-- ' 
49 WREN STREET 36 GWYN STREET 
One and a half storey homo 
with carport. Purnlshed suite Seven year old three bedroom 
upstairs has a nice bright home, backing onto park and 
kitchen built In the dormer, playground. Large living 
Large back yard becks onto room with fireplace. 
playground. Frldge and stove Basement partly finished. 
Included up and down. , 552,000.00 
~S,900.00 
DROP IN  POR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
N.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2815 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K.D. (Kay)'Schooley 632.5692 
.R.E. (Ed) S¢aife 632-6092. 
. I  I 
48. Suites for Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh  Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70,56 
New 1, 2 arid 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, wlth~ 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctfl 
I 
For rent July ~. 2 bedroom 
apartment In 4 plex on Soucle. 
Frldge and stove. Reference 
requlred. Phone 635.4213 (ctf). 
2 bedroom basement sulto for 
rent. Unfurnished. Includes 
frldge and stove. Low rent. 
Quiet working family. No pets. 
Separate entrance. Available 
immodlately. Interested par- 
ties. Phone 635.5738. (c-4) 
Stallion. Solid Government 49. Homes for Sale ...... 
• breeding. Broke to saddle and 
harness/First $1700.00 or best 
offer by June 50th. Jim Hurst • For Sale; 3 bedroom house' 
9207 - 108th Avenue, Fort St. with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
• ~ John, B.C. VlJ 2P7, Phone 785. Low taxes, near school. Priced: 
5058 (c-8) to sell, S26,S00. Phone 635-2806. 
38 Wanted - Misc. (p-4) " 
• i I 
6 ~ " '38 '~"  " Tin.' • ,~  Wanted to buy; ,ackplne iogs.. ' FOR SALE • ~' 
6 3 ~"  Phone 635.2683. - (atf) $ bedroom family home on two! 
..... end0ne-thlrd acres. 6ar/t ares 
=' 39. Boats & Engines small panabode. Gardlfl pl0t. 
Vtew at 4213 Slab.St .  
"For Sale: 17' Lurid boa~. Me rt~ or pllone 
• ~20 
after S b.m. 
i, 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad seledlon of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
e0ergreens particularly suited 
"for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY - 
where you'll find "The Beauty' 
of Nature for your Home."; 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
i.ake Drive in'Terr;~ce.Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat., 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. ; 
18' boat. Fiberglass over 
plywood. 80 hp Mercury out. 
beard. Complete with controls. 
Asking $22S0.00. Pfione 635-2017. 
(p-4) 
41. Machinery for Sale: 
For sale 1969 Hayes Dump 
Truck; 14 wldei 318 motor, 4.5 
trans; 38,000 rear ends; 85 
percent rubber. 1000x22. 
$16,500. Ready to go. Phone Bill 
at 5-2789. 
Spot Cash for Used Furndure • : 
Antiques, all useable items. •47. Homes for Rent 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 For Rent. 2 bedroom house. 
Frldge "and stove. In town. 
For Sale 14' fiberglass boat Phone635.7911after5 pm. (p-4) 
with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further In- 3 bedroom four plex on 2304 
formation call 635.4708 after 5 Pear St. Has basement and wall 
)111. (p-10) 
Torraoo 
Equipment 
Sales Ud, 
U ~  SALES 
' SERVICE 
PARTS 
to wall carpeting throughout. 
Phone 635.5941. (p-4) 
Four bedroom executive 
home for rent. Located on quiet 
street near hospital. For In- 
i formation phone 962.6662 In 
Prince George. (c.19,21,1,3,4,51 
48. Suites for Rent 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  C0ur  
Apartments.  Off ice No. 
Z.4611 Scott. One, two 
and three  bedroom'  
636-6384 
4639 Grei| Ave 
Terraoe, D0 
DLN 01249A 
1947 Ercoupe 2 place airplane. 
Purchase outright or 50 percent 
share. Phone 635.4324. (off mf) 
~For some real bargains in used 
'women's and children's 
clothing, household Items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kltlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
=olumbia St. at RIverlodge 
Open 9 to 4 week 
,days...donations welcomed. 
(df) 
SELL ING 
Hay - -  Straw 
Western & 
Engl ish Tack 
Groor~ing Equipment  
635-5617 
(ctf 
apartments. 
635-5224 
01anion Manor 
FO R SA1.E 
New three bedroom house. 
Hardwood cabinets, wall to 
49 Homes for Sale 
I 
' .Older 1200 sq. ft. split-level, 3 
!x&m. home for kale. Nelson 
LRood, New ReaD. Needs~inor 
:repairs. Ideal starter-, home: 
Owner eager to sail. Make .an, 
'offer. Wlll accept lot or mobile 
ihofne on trade. Call 112.562-6651' 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) 
Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 
acreage, fireplace, garage, 
• shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer h .auk-up: Will 
give references. Please phone. 
635.6357 and leave name and, 
number. (sit) 
Would like to buy a 3 bedroom 
house or trailer - with let - will 
put $1,000 down. Phone 635.7522. 
(c-e) 
Want to rent a cabin or travel 
trailer space- L~akelse Lake. 
• For summer mon~s. 635.4229. 
(p-4) 
$6. Business Opportunity 
For Sale: Older rental unH ~or 
'sale. Four 2 bedroom ~U.t~es. 
Good location. Priced to ~sell, 
.Phone 635-9471. (sff) 
$7. Automobi les 
197/ Ram. Charger, 4 wheel 
drive. Fully loaded with 
everything except ilt steerlnlt 
wheel and Ac..S9000 or best 
griM'. For more Information call 
635-2738. (p~7) 
1962 Ford pickup. Good 
condition. Phone 635,4324. (atf 
mf) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f,100, 
57. Automobi les 6U. Legal 
, ,; _ i 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte DISTRICTOFTERRACE 
mobile home. Furnished or' FORSALE.BYTENDER 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) ONE ONLY BURROUGHS L380 
For Sale; 1973 D.'atsun 1200. Mini Computer bookkeeping 
37,000 miles. Asking $I,100. machlnewlththrea (3) opafabls 
Phone; 638-1464 before 5:38 pm. "programs, can be used as a 
After 5:30 - 635.3615. (p-4) 
I I I I I I  I 
sRICED FOR QUICK 
;ALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tanclere 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
635-7838. 
cff [ 
i . .  
1974 , 
Malibu Classic 
Excellent qondltlon • 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.O. full 
wheel covers, cleble head 
lights. 
Phone 
6~15.9582 
(ctf) 
1977 Ram. Charger. 4 wheel 
drive. Fully loaded with 
everything except tilt steering 
wheel and A.C. $90es or best 
offer. For more Information call 
635-2738. (p-7) 
58. Mobi le Homes 
12x55' 3 bedroom trailer, will 
consider pickup and camper, 
5th wheeler or boat and motor 
as port payment. Phone 635. 
5970. (p-7) 
For sale 12x68 Emplral. 
Heavy duty washer and dryer, 
frldge and stove (separate 
laundry room). Excellent 
remote terminal. 
Tenders.to be In writing, In I 
sealed envelope marked 
"TENDER TO BURROUGHS 
L20W" and addressed to: 
THE DISTRICT'OF 
TERRACE, 
5-3315 E BY STR E ET, 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 2X6 
ATTENTION: R. DUNBAR, 
TREASURER 
All tenders must be received at 
(he District of Terrace Officers 
on or before July 6,1977. Lowest 
or any tender net neceesorlly 
accepted. 
R.D. Dunbar, 
Treasurer. 
TR IV IA  
Child Injuries 
A recent study found that 
unrestrained children in the 
• front right seat have the 
highest automobile-related 
injury rate. Children, ac- 
cording to the study, are 
least likely ~ be injured 
in o r  crashes if they are 
restrained and in the back 
seat, and are most likely, to 
be injured ~f unrestrained 
and in the front'seat. 
1%' Time 
Census data indicates that 
96 per cent of American 
homes have at least one tel- 
evision set. The average le- 
wall carpets. Basement 1972 Datsun pick-up: Call 635. condition. Joey Shack, skirted, mentary school child spends about 21 hours a week sitting • Located at Nasa Camp. 
partially finished. Full price 6636 or view at 2509 skeena St . .  S12,995.00, or open to offers; Call in front of the television set. .$43,580. Phone 63,5.7367. (otf) 
• 633-2421, collect., (c.1,3,4,6) . . . . . . . . . .  Movizq~ Around 4,6,8) .;. .: ..... . ; 
" "- ~ ~ - '  - For Sale: 197~1 Plymouth ~ " ' '~ . i ..... ' i " fop Good . For Sale by owner. Adloln ng About 1.8 million people,. 
.Family home on" one acre on Duster. 2 dr. Hard . waterfront on Sandsplt, Queen 'five years of age and over; 
bench beasts 1800 sq/ ft. of. shape, moved to the Southern part 
Furnished or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 
Security enterphone. Phone. 
638-1032 
or 
ctf 636-4331 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnlsh'ed. Reasonable rates by 
comfortable living. $ bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. (ctf) 
For Sale4bodroom, noor new 
house, with rec room. Phone 
after 6 pm, 635.3559. (c- 
1,2,3,4,6,8,14,16,18,19,22) 
• HOBBY FARM 
12x58 mobile home and 12x56~ 
complete addition c~mtainlng 3
• bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall: 
carpet on I/2 acre on school bu~, 
run. Fenced and landscaped,' 
green house, chicken house: 
complete with chickens, large. 
garden aree,'small fruits, berryl, • 
• bushes and fruit trees. Open to: 
all reasonable offers. Call 638-~ 
32/1 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
-,~ekends.. (sff) 
3 bedroom house for rent; 
$1~ with frldge and stove; $1.50 
without. Phone 635.7502 after 6 
pm. (p.2,3,4,5,6) 
For Rent: Ground floor cq'm- 
merclal or office space. 
Lakelse. Ph.one 635.4925. (cff) 
49. Homes for Sale 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
'1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636" 
'Manager 
(off) 
I I"  
House for sale. 2 bedroom, 
newly redecorated, large. 
fenced yard, partially land. 
scepad. Anxious to sell. $20,500, 
Phone 635.2743; after 6 pm- 635. 
9252. (C.2,3,4,5) 
,~ 3ally home on one acre on ' 
Bench bo~sts 1800 sq. ft. of 
'cemfortable living. 3 bedroGme, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. cff 
1974 N.G.B. sportscar. I1,000 
miles. Good condition. 
1973 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot InThornhlll. 
Bids and Inquiries may be 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
SCOtia, Terrace (o8) 
1972 Dodge Van, partially 
cemperlzed,S2925. Phone 635. 
4328. (cff mf) 
• 1972 Toyota Cellca; 4 speed; 
power assisted brakes; radio; 
tach; good clean condlton; 
$1650, or offers. Ph. 635.3470. 
(otf) 
For Sale: 1976 Okanagan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P-U with 
434 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unit." Reduced for quick 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at. 2"801 
cramer St. after 6 pm. (ctf) 
For Sole: 1971 Flreblrd 
Formula 400. Excellent con- 
dition. "Must sell. Best 
reasonable offer. Phone 632.3970 
after 5 pm or view at 14 Oriole. 
Consign your car; truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell If 
for you. 
~. pper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
63,5.4373 
DL 00605A Mf 
1971 .Ford Econollne Van; 
standard six, low mileage, good 
condlHon, new tires, cam- 
perlzed. Phone 635.2145. (p-S) 
1971 Chrysler 2 door hardtop, 
P.S., P.B., Radio; tape deck; 
new paint; best offer. 
1969 Chevelle, 2 door hardtop; 
best offer of over $500. Phone 
635.3/72 
(p.e) 
1975 Buick 3kylark • 350 
motor, auto, PS, PB. Radial 
tires, only 13,000 miles, like new 
Phone635.6817 aftor 6 pm. (p.4) 
68 Auston 1100. Good running 
condlflon. $.500. 1970 Trlumph. 
3onnevelle. $650 In excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2366. (p-B) 
4 bedroom home on quiet 1975 Datsun S.W. 
street near . schools. 1973 Mazda S.W. 
Llvlngroom, dining and kitchen, 1975 Skldoo 
dayorweek.'Non-drinkers°nl~" 2 baths, familyroom, carport, 1972.Skldoo' . ':• ::if:.: 
Phone 635.6611. (ctf) landscaped fenced yard and ~: 1974 40 ArctJr,~ Cot 
storage shed. 635.3896. (p. Sewing Machine with caBmet 
18520,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16) and stool 
40 Gallon hat water tank. 3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6. Price Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low month lease. Apply Suite 100 
grade lumber Monday through .4530 Scott. !c.ff.) 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m, ,X. -. 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ft. 2 bedroom suite. Frldge and 
Economy • $40 per 1000 bd. ft. stove. No pets. Thornhill. Phone 
(ctf) . 635.6668. (p.4,6,8) 
FOR SALE: 
3 bedroom modular home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635.3469 
or 
679.3961 
(ctf. Ju, JuI) 
Phone 635-5970, (p-7) 
1973 Ford Courier w.camper, 
22,000 miles, frldge, stove, 
furnace, and camperlacks. Will 
sell camper only or both. Phone 
627.1682, Prince Rupert. (p. 
20,1,2,3,4,5) 
, Charlottes. Ideally located and 
beautiful view. And furnished 3 
bedroom home on 1/3 acre let, 60' 
mobile home on I/= acre, glassed 
In porch. For more Information, 
call 637-5371, or write Box 51; 
Sendsplt. (c.11) 
Must sell 12x62 trailer. 1974. 
With sliding glass door, 2 ioey 
shacks, one finished. Washer, 
dryer, frldge and steve. Sll,S00 
or best offer. Phone 635.3110. 
(p-1:3,4,6,8) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Is le 1973 Soamper,' 
tandem axle travel triller, lIP, 
fully self.contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace, Call 636-~10. (c.12) 
F~r  sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel trailer. 19% 
fully, self.contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 636-2270. (c.12) 
mr'  . . . .  
VULCAN 
MACHINERY,& 
EQUIPMENT 
LTD. 
Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C 
Phone: 564.0101 
Offers You: 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING-BANTAN 
BOMAG 
i LOED 
:,'HYDRO-AX 
C.S. JOHNSON 
Contact: 
Garry Curtis 
Sales Representative 
Clearwater, B.C. 
Phone: 674.9692 
of the United States in the 
• last five years. During 1970- 
75. more than 40 per cent of 
all persons over age five 
moved from one place to an- 
other'. For the ?,5-29 year age 
pps;it was 72 per cent. 
or those 20-24 and 30-34, it 
was about 60 per cent. 
Photesynthesis 
Photosynthesis, the proc- 
ess by which plants have 
been Converting sunlight 
to energy since the dawn of 
life on earth, has recently 
been used to produce lec- 
tricity in a Purdue Univer- 
sity laboratory. 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Henry • Winkler, better 
known as television's 
"Fonzie", will star in a 
comedy movie about a wild 
and zany young man who 
leaves college to Imnue ida 
dream of stardom. Tim film 
hasn't been named yet. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
Daffodils, wisteria, Carolina 
jasmine ,  asa'S eat  t 
rhododendron  .ann 
honeysuckle have poisonous 
parts and are hazardous to 
health if eaten, says the Na- 
t iona l .  Geograph ic  
Magazine. Berries o f  
hedges, pokeweed, or- 
namental ,  yew trees, 
mistletoe and n/ght shade 
are 'also dangerous. And 
English ivy o r  po imetUa 
leaves may be fatal if eaten. 
TOLEDO,  Ohio (AP) - -  
Many Americans will pay 
more to cool their homes 
this summer than they did to 
heat them last winter, says 
Charles Harbnan of Owens- 
Corning Fiberglau Corp. 
"People generally don't 
conserve the electricity 
used to run their air ~ : .  
d/SiGners because they :!t~u,:~ 
equate it with the furl t,~,~ 
to heat their home~. " '~t~ 
'says. 
KRUGER NATI(V.~,~.~ 
i,PAR.K, so.l~ca (a , )  - . .  
Three uniqlfi'e l i o~- - -~  
white with black noses .~  
olden eyes-- have Iw,~t 
orn to two diffev, t,~t 
mothers in the Timbat,:dl 
ivato game reserve on t~ 
rder of Kruger Park. ' l i~ ~ 
three are a male and tw~ 
females. A book has 
written about hem by C0~M 
McBride, who first uw 
them in 1975. 
I 
| 
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IN THE GLITTER OF A FALLEN EMPIRE 
Tough problems confront Jubile e leaders. 
LONDON (CP) -- Gov.- 
Gen. Jules Leger and Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau 
lead Canada's delegation to 
London today in t/me for 
both royal jubilee highlights 
and the Commonwealth 
conference. 
Main cause for their visit 
is the critical conference 
meeting whlelz brings 
to~ether 35 top officials, 
including 27 heads of 
government for discussions 
lasting from June 8 to 15. 
Be fore  they begin, 
however, there will be time 
to view the jubilee 
highlights uch as tonight's 
bonfire-lighting by Queen 
SERIES OF CHOICES? 
PQ fears one 
vote referendum 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A 
mu!tiple-choiee r ferendum 
on Quebec inaepenaence 
would "confuse the issues" 
and weaken the Parti 
Quebecois government's 
p~.itionnin negotiations 
With the federal govern- 
ment ,  federal Health 
Minister Marc Laleude said 
~e~o On radio station Me.said .offering more than me two 
basic choices--for or 
against independence--  
would "debase the 
currency" of PQ arguments 
ik~n, y federal-provincial 
"Suppose you have 10  
choices and the highest 
per~.t:uge in favor of a 
particular choice is 30 per 
cent. What kind of leverage 
does that give the govern- 
ment of Quebee in its 
neglOltiationsP' 
onde said he suppor te¢i 
the broad objectives of Bill 
1, the prov|ncisl govern- 
ment's lanl~ua, ge legtslatien, 
but erihcized certain 
provisions as regressive and 
uzz~eesasary. 
No matter what the PQ 
government says or does to 
a f f i rm "o f f i c ia l "  
unl l ingual ism, "b i l i -  
n~alism witly.nilly ~u .be 
in Quebec forever," Laionae 
said. 
"There+. are, .a - million 
anglophone~" in Quebec; 
there are 9-5O million ~ ophones surrounding bee. To think that to- 
morrow the province is 
gniug to become in prac~ee 
mdli~ual, I think, is co dye 
in a ~onm world," Lalonue 
said. 
Lalonde, the federal 
Liberal party's Quebec 
lieutenant, denied any in- 
terest in running f~ the 
leadership of the provincial 
Liberal party~saying he 
pla.nned to withdraw from 
Imlities within a few years to 
pursue another career. 
Speaking on the same pro- 
gram, Bernard Finestone, 
Eonora~ chairman of ~e 
Montreal Board of Traae, 
said business was prepared 
to c o-operata in promoting 
French, providing the PQ 
government reaches a 
compromise between the 
campaign ideals on which it 
was e]eeted and the 
demands of reality. 
Fiuestone, an organizer of 
Political 
refugees 
ignored 
OTrAWA (CP) -- Am- 
nNt 7 International says the 
Iovernment's proposed new 
[El l~lratlon bill does not 
make adequate allowances 
for the special conditions of 
refugees. 
In a brief to MPs, Am- 
nesty said Sunday it fi.nds 
"the application ot wcac 
seem -to be economic 
criteria to the admission of 
refugees very much out of 
l~_ce," 
The government usually 
e l iminates economic 
criteria, such as the chances 
~f ~etting jobs--in the case 
~: ~merReney movements of. 
i;.,': .~ees in~ the country. 
it still plans to apply 
+. ,omic criteria to persons 
+~i families whoeon~inue to 
t cicide in, Amnesty said. 
Amnesty said it welcomes 
+he government's plan to in- 
i orporate into the bill a UN 
convention definition of a 
refugee. But it finds dif- 
ficulty in seeming, how, the 
convention can De ItnlllleO 11 
Canada "refuses refugees 
asylum on ~oun. ds .which 
l~ve nothing to (io wtm me 
danger in which they 
stand." 
ElizabetE and Tuesday's 
royal procession from 
Buckingham Palace to a 
25th jubilee ceremony of 
thanksgiving at St. Paul's 
Cathedi'al. 
In a parade mor~ giLt-. 
tering than anything 
planned here since the 
coronation, the RCMP 
r 
musical ride will lead that 
section of the three-part 
processin~ containing the 
state coach occupied by the 
Queen and pHnee Philip. 
The conference, which 
opens We~nesday,.will be a 
more somme affau'. 
Two subjects ar~ expected 
to dominate the 
the newly-formed Co- 
ordinatiog Committee for 
Canadian Unity, said he 
believed the PQ government 
was a "prett}; well-edu- 
cated, intelligent bunch" 
who would be able to effect 
such a compromise. 
"We're trying to show 
them how to obtain their 
objectives, wi~ which we 
have no quarrel, on a 
rational, intellig~t, even- 
handed basis such that eco- 
ucmie harm will be, if not. 
eliminated, at least 
minimized and made. 
tolerable for all of us." 
TERRACE: LIBRARY " 
JOINS BC FESTIVAL 
' By ELA INE PERRY 
Throughout B.C., the first two weeks of June 
have been set aside to celebrate the literary 
resources of our province. Terrace Library is 
taking pert by mounting a special display of books 
from B.C. 
Viewing the display you may be surprised at the 
diversity and high quality.of B.C. publishing. 
The books range from guidebooks and natural 
history of the province to economics and business, 
from poetry and drama to sports and recreation. 
Recently published books from B.C. are also 
featured in the display. Look for Spatsizi, by 
TommyWalker, Jean Pauline-An Indian Tragedy, 
a novel • by Maud Emery, Cross Canada Cooking, 
and many more. 
Visit us soon for a look at books from B.C. 
BUT HE'S AFRAID 
A $384,000 surprise 
DETROIT iAP) -- Aman 
who found a suitcase con- 
raining $384,000 in cash 
nearly three years ago says 
he still lives in fear for nis 
life. State police officers ay 
his fears are valid. , 
Officials have speculated 
that the money was stashed 
away by members of an 
in ternat iona l  drug 
smuggling ring. 
Thomas Powell, owner of 
the property where the 
suitcase was found, was 
among 12 persons indicted 
by a federal grand jury on 
enarges of conspiring to 
smdggle hashish oil frOm 
Colombia. 
But neither Powell nor the 
other defendants were ever 
located, and the indictment 
was dismissed three months 
ago. • 
A young hunter, identified 
in court records only as 
John Doe, stumbled upon a 
locked aluminum suitcase in 
an Osceola Township area in 
October, 1974. He took the 
suitcase home and called 
state police. ' + 
A trooPer pried open a 
corner and, seeing that it' 
contained money, took Doe 
and the suitcase to a state 
police post, where a 
detective opened it. 
"I just couldn't believe 
it." Doe recalled in an in- 
terview Sunday in The 
News."A detective got on 
the  phone to the attorney 
general's office and said, 
'We've got a suitcase here 
that has about a haft-million 
dollars in it."' 
Troopers told Doe to go 
home and keep quiet, If the 
owner didn't come forward 
within a year, they said, Doe 
would ,get half the money. 
Doe s lawyer, Jonn 
Ashton of I lymouth, placed 
notigc in a local 
newspaper and at the 
township hall stating that 
certain monies and goods" 
had been found in Oseeola 
Township and advising the 
ownem to contact his office. 
But there was never a 
response, Ashton said. 
Police suggested Doe take 
an alias to protect himself in 
ease the owners were 
criminals. 
Doe told The News he and 
his Wife still llve in fear. 
'You can't help won- 
daring, whenever you hear 
the dog hark or someone 
knocks on the door to say be 
ran out of gas," he told the 
newspaper. "My wife 
worries about it." 
State police Sgt. Joe 
Mcgee said Doe's life 
probably would be in 
jeopardy if his identity were 
disclosed. 
Doe has made n o plans for 
spending his share ,of the 
money. 
"I'm not sure I'll get it," 
he told The News. 
OENTRAL MORTGAGE AND HOUSING OORPORATION 
RESIDENTIAL LOT SALE 
PHASE II PINERIDGE SUBDIVISION 
PRINOE RUPERT, B.0. 
Take notice that 230 Parcels of land will be sold on First-come, First- 
served basis by Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation. 
DATES OF SALES: June 8th, 1977 
Between 9:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
to private individual homeowners 
only. 
.andon- Junegth, 1977 
Between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p,m. 
The remaining lots will be 
discussions--the southern to Canada--which could discussing major world is- olympics last summer; 
African situation and the tmsetthetimetable:thefata sues. The South Afrtcan debate, 
future of the North-South .o~ the Commonwealth Black countries within the .M particular, Is exp._ted to 
talks between the rich and Games et for Edmonton in Commonwealth, protesting ue neama, with Britain 
poe Tsegments ofthe world. 1978. : New Zealand's SlX¢is linkf coming under pressure from 
The North.South talks + Trudeau had expressed with South Africa, threaten a num~r of African states 
ended inconclusively in the bopethe issue would be "to boycott the Edmonton which want it to take more 
Paris last week. cleared up before the games. Some of these" forthright action to end 
However, there is one conference and thus not take countries were involved in minority rule in Rhodesia. 
other issue--of vital interest up time better spent boycott of the Montreal Prime Minister James 
Calinghan of England, 
QUEBEC  -'KERS however, will be seeking 
ENGLISH FOR African support for the • . . • . Anglo-American settlement 
Lackofjob  ecurity ' + "  • ~ He is expected to argue that this isposaslbly the last 
' • chance for settlement 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  citizens, said if the govern- "While we. reck.size that before the situation 
EngiMhspealdng Quebeeers merit provides programs-to ~ppr~..sion..m notme s~ .r~_ deteriorates into a full scale 
should recognize the Quebec help workers adjust to the aim ~ me o~.. we mq.n.taz.n 
nation and become part of it, new linguistic policies, most mat me la~v, it not motmiea, 
says a ~ewlyformed English people would will bring shout the con: 
anglophone committee welcome [he legislation tainment ana eventual 
which supports the govern- which is aimed at giving attrition of English and all 
ment's proposed language primacy to the French other languages," the brief 
legislation. + , language in Que _b~. from the English language 
• But the English minority However, it celled on the ju~,, or college says. . 
• mould also be given job- Quebec government to AeoroilarytoBilllmust 
security guarantees and "state u~uivocaliy that it be that excetlent and in- 
would like the anglophone tensive second-language adequate scoond-langunge population to .r~q~..ain and i~.tr~uctionl~aas.uredevery training, the committee told 
participate fuilyin me life o~ cnua onucatetl in ~/uenec a news conference Sunday. 
The Comite Anglophone the nation..." public schools."+ 
pour un Quebec Unifie men comme o - -  I speakers for a United ~ ~ , .  
Quebec) said in a brief to the 
legislature committee that 
will start hearings Tuesday 
into the language legislation 
that it sees "no valid 
argument to the effect hat 
the legislation threatens the 
survival of the English 
war. 
| I t lCAT I I IMN 
i l l 0C i l l l l $  
10 AM,10 P l l  
Y DAY I  A MI lK  
GIANT 
BIN 
community." 
• "No matter what threeta Sat. June 11 
the anglophone economic 
elite makes about pulling 
out, there should be no doubt 
o , , ,  + ,000  d majority of anglophone , G r a n  P r i z e  
working people, so long as 
they are treated as equal to 
all other ,uebecois, intend $ 6  0 0 0  to continue living and 
• here'" Tota l  P r i zes  
~ya.  ~ I But  commit tee  
spokesman Henry Milner 
tGld reporters the language Admission +$7.00 Includin_cl Master Card 
legisla[ion should include 
sefegua.rde of job security 
aria snould guarantee Addttlo.ul Cards $2.00 
language retraining op- 
portunities for non- 2 1 Games-  Hard Cards Available 
|rancophone Quebecers. _ 
The committee, which 
eisims it represents a large Doors Open at 6:30 p.m. Terrace Ar 
group o f  English-language 
WE'VE 
MOVED! 
to: 
. ,  2.4646 LAKELSE AVE 
o u er II f 'O=:  IndUstrial Companies as well as private individuals. 
PLACE OF  SALES:  C ITY  HALL  
PR INCE RUPERT 
A map of the Subdivision and list of lot prices may be viewed at: 
CMHC office, 300- 299 victoria street, Prince George, 
and at City Hall, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Prices Include cost of sanitary and storm sewers, water mains, individual 
sanitary and water services, underground power, all available at the 
property line, telephone wiring, street lighting, paving curb and gutters. 
The cost of extending these services from. the property line will be at the 
owners expense. 
CONDITIONSOF SALE 
A minimum down payment of five percent is required with the balance 
and the accrues interest due within six months of the Acceptance of the 
Offer to Purchase by the Corporation. Before construction can begin, the 
house plans must be approved by CMHC. This requirement remains in 
effect despite the fact that the Purchaser may obtain mortgage funds 
from a source other than the Corporation. In addition, construction must 
be at the sub.floor stage within six months of the sale date, and be com- 
pleted within 18 months of the date of commencement. The title to the 
property cannot be conveyed to the Purchaser until the plans have been 
approved, the full purchase price of the lot has been paid (including in. 
retest), and the building construction has reached the sub.floor stage. 
Signed: 
J.C. Hadden 
MANAG E R 
15-4546 PARK AVE 
Gino's Coiffures 
2-4646 LAKELSE AVE. 
(Beside New Quadra.Travei) 
rERRACr s85-5797 
HKIKSTY ' 
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